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Abstract

This thesis presents measurements of the B^-Ë^ oscillation frequency Amd. They are

based on more than 2 millions hadronic Z decays collected by the L3 detector at LEP

in 1994 and 1995. Semileptonic b decays are selected by identifying electrons and muons

in hadronic Z decays. The b decay proper time is determined through the reconstruction

of secondary decay vertices. The flavour of the b hadron at decay time is tagged by the

charge of the lepton. Two methods are used to determine the initial flavour. In the jet

charge method, the initial quark flavour is tagged by a weighted sum of all track charges
in the corresponding event hemisphere. The result of this measurement is:

Amd = 0.437 ± 0.043 (stat) ± 0.044 (syst) ps_1 .

The same side tag method uses charge-flavour correlations of charged particles produced

along the B meson. A primary vertex track in the lepton hemisphere is used to tag the

flavour of the initial quark. The result of this measurement is:

Amd = 0.387 ± 0.143 (stat^^syst) ps"1 .

In the framework of the Standard Model, the B^-B^ oscillation frequency depends on

the size of various elements of the CKM mixing matrix. The measurement of Amd can in

particular be used, together with other measurements, to extract the value of the matrix

element \Vtd\. The result is:

\Vtd\ = (8.1 ± 0.6 (Amd) ± 0.2 (mt) ± 1.5 (theory) ) 10"3

where the first error results from the experimental uncertainty on Amd, the second from

the uncertainty of the running top quark mass and the third from theoretical uncertainties.
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Résumé

Cette thèse présente deux mesures de la fréquence d'oscillation Amd dans le mélange
B^-B[|. Elle se base sur plus de deux millions de désintgrations hadroniques du Z enreg¬

istrées par l'expérience L3 au LEP entre 1994 et 1995. Un échantillon de désintégrations
semi-leptoniques du quark b est sélectionné par l'identification d'eléctrons et de muons

dans des désintégrations hadroniques du boson Z. Le temps de vie des hadrons beaux

est déterminé par la reconstruction de vertex de désintégration secondaires. La saveur

du méson beau à la désintégration est identifiée par la charge du lepton. Deux méthodes

sont utilisées pour la détermination de la saveur du méson beau à l'instant de sa pro¬

duction. Dans la première méthode, dite de la charge du jet, la saveur du quark initial

est déterminée par la somme pondérée des charges de toutes les traces dans l'hémisphère

correspondante. Le résultat de cette mesure est:

Amd = 0.437 ± 0.043 (stat) ± 0.044 (syst) ps-1 .

Une deuxième méthode utilise des corrélations entre la saveur du quark initial et la charge
de particules chargées produites à proximité du méson beau. Une particule chargée as¬

sociée au vertex primaire de l'événement est utilisée pour déterminer la saveur du quark
initial. Le résultat de la mesure utilisant cette méthode est:

Amd = 0.387 ± 0.143 (stat)+J^(syst) ps_1 .

Dans le cadre du modèle standard, la fréquence d'oscillation du mélange B^-B^ dépend
de la grandeur d'éléments de la matrice CKM de mélange des quarks. La mesure de Amd

peut en particulier être utilisée, en commun avec d'autres mesures, pour extraire la norme

de l'élément de la matrice Vtd. En utilisant, les résultats des mesures présentées dans cette

thèse, on obtient:

\VU\ = (8.1 ± 0.6 (Amd) ± 0.2 (mt) ± 1.5 (theory) ) • 10"3

où la première erreur provient de l'incertitude de la mesure de Am,*, la deuxième de

l'incertitude sur la masse du quark top, et la troisième d'incertitudes théoriques.
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Introduction

Placed in front of Nature's big scene, the human mind has since ever tried to question
and to understand its environment. What is called today Particle Physics is part of

this effort. Its goal is to discover the elementary building blocks and forces that hide

behind the variety of physical phenomena. This quest for matter's most fundamental

structure made huge progresses in the last century through the fruitful interplay between

important theoretical achievements, based on the development of the theory of relativity
and quantum mechanics in the first thirty years of this century, and a very large amount

of experimental input. The fruit of this effort is what we call today the Standard Model of

elementary particle physics. Written in the language of quantum field theory, the Standard

Model gives a consistent theoretical description of our current knowledge of matter's

elementary building blocks and of three out of the four fundamental forces in nature. The

fourth one, Newton's gravitation, well described in Einstein's general theory of relativity,
is not integrated in the Standard Model. The unification of general relativity and of the

Standard Model, or more fundamentally of general relativity and quantum mechanics, is

one of the big remaining challenges in physics at the end of the 20th century. Apart from

this, the Standard Model has been a history of success since its formulation by Salam,
Glashow and Weinberg around 1970. Since that time, the theory was able to predict

correctly a huge amount of experimental observations, may be more than any theory

before, and it was confirmed by experiment up to an incredible level of accuracy. The

agreement between the experimental measurement of the anomalous magnetic momentum

of the electron with its theoretical calculation up to one part in ten billions, or the

discovery of the predicted heavy W and Z bosons, the carriers of the weak force, are

among the most impressive examples of this success story. There is however an important

prediction of the Standard Model that still needs to be confirmed by experiment: the

existence of the Higgs boson. The Higgs boson is supposedly responsible for the generation
of masses in the Standard Model and its existence is a very important element in the

consistency of the theory. Since the mass of the Higgs boson is not predicted by the

theory, the experimental verification of its existence is difficult and there are in fact

currently only experimental lower limits on its mass.

From a theoretical point of view, the Standard Model has however some weak points.
It contains 18 free parameters that are not predicted by the theory but need to be de¬

termined by experiment. Among these are the masses of all leptons and quarks, the

fundamental matter particles of the theory and also the mass of the Higgs boson. An¬

other unexplained feature of the Standard Model is the existence of three generations
of elementary particles, with two leptons and two quarks in each generation. The three

generations are completely similar in every aspect but in their masses. The particles of
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the second generation are heavier than their counterpart in the first generation and the

particles of the third generation are heavier than those of the second. The Standard Model

does not provide any explanation for this apparently unnecessary triplification found in

nature. The three generations are also not decoupled from each other. Charged weak

transitions allow transformations of a quark of one generation into a quark from another

generation. The strengths of these transitions are expressed in the Cabbibo Kobayashi
Maskawa (CKM) matrix, a unitary three by three matrix that can be parametrized by
four real numbers. They are among the eighteen free parameters of the Standard Model

and need to be determined experimentally. The CKM matrix is also related to one of

the most important open question in particle physics: the origin of CP violation. The

violation of the CP symmetry is what could explain the large asymmetry observed in

the Universe between matter and antimatter. A non vanishing value of one of the four

parameters of the CKM matrix is the only known source of CP violation in the Standard

Model.

The determination of the CKM matrix is at the heart of what is called flavour physics.
In particular, it is desirable to overdetermine the matrix elements by many complementary
measurements to test the unitarity of the CKM matrix. An important role in this effort

is played today by B physics, the physics of particles containing b quarks. Measurements

involving b quarks can help to determine the less known part of the CKM matrix, the

one involving quarks of the third generation. This part is also important in conjunction
with CP violation, since the largest CP violating effects are expected in systems involving
b quarks. Some of the particles containing b quarks, the neutral mesons Bd and B°,
exhibit the phenomenon of particle-antiparticle oscillations. This means that the particle,
in the short period of time between its creation and its decay, evolves in a quantum
mechanical superposition of the particle and antiparticle states, where the fraction of

the particle and antiparticle state oscillate in time. These oscillations are characterized

by a frequency proportional to the mass difference between the mass eigenstates of the

particle-antiparticle system: Amd for the B^-B^ system and Ams for the B°-B° system.
In the Standard Model, these mass splitting are related to the CKM matrix elements Vu
and Vts that describe the coupling of the top quark to the down and strange quark. A

measurement of Amd or Ams therefore allows to determine these elements of the CKM

matrix.

This thesis presents a study of B^-B^ oscillations performed with the L3 detector at

the large electron positron storage ring (LEP) at CERN in Geneva. Between 1989 and

1995, each of the four LEP detectors collected several millions decays of the Z boson.

Given that the Z boson decays into a bb pair about 15% of the time, LEP is a very good
environment to study the production and decay of b hadrons.

The first chapter presents the theoretical motivation for studying B°-B° oscillations.

After a brief overview of the Standard Model, the CKM mixing matrix and the unitarity
triangle are introduced. The formalism of particle-antiparticle oscillations and the observ¬

able quantities are defined. In the Standard Model, these observables depend on CKM

matrix elements and it is shown what a measurement of Amd can teach about the CKM

matrix and the unitarity triangle. Chapter 2 describes the selection of the event sample
which is made in two steps: the selection of semileptonic b decays through the identifica¬

tion of inclusive electrons and muons and the reconstruction of the b proper decay time

2



through the identification of displaced secondary vertices. These two selection steps lead

to a very pure sample of Z —> bb events. The core of the analysis, the measurement of the

B^-B^ oscillation frequency Amd, is described in Chapter 3. Two methods for measuring
Amd are presented. Both use the lepton charge to tag the b flavour at decay time but

they differ in the method used for tagging the initial flavour of the b hadron. Finally,

Chapter 4 uses the obtained result on Amd to set constraints on the CKM matrix and in

particular on the unitarity triangle.

3
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Chapter 1

Theoretical overview

1.1 An overview of the Standard Model

The Standard Model of elementary particle physics describes our current knowledge of

the fundamental building blocks of matter and their interactions. It is based on the

existence of two classes of point-like particles, fermions and bosons. The fermions have

half integer spin in units of the Planck constant h and build antisymmetric states under

permutation of identical particles. Bosons have integer spin and build symmetric states

under permutation of identical particles. The fermions, divided into leptons and quarks,
are the fundamental building blocks of matter whereas the bosons are the carriers of the

forces acting between them.

We distinguish today four fundamental interactions: the strong, electromagnetic, weak

and gravitational force. Only the first three are described by the Standard Model. One

major achievement in the development of the theory was the unification of the weak and

electromagnetic interactions into the electroweak theory by Glashow [1], Salam [2] and

Weinberg [3].
The Standard Model is formulated in the language of relativistic quantum field theory.

A very important piece in the construction of the theory is the principle of local gauge

invariance. It states that the theory should be invariant under local gauge transformations

of the fields. This requirement forces to introduce the boson fields describing the forces,
which are then naturally called gauge bosons. The nature and number of gauge fields

depend on the symmetry group used in the gauge transformation.

In the following, an outlook of the two parts of the Standard Model, electroweak and

strong interactions, is given.

1.1.1 Electroweak interactions

Electroweak interactions are governed by a local SU{2)l <8> U(l)y gauge symmetry. The

corresponding quantum numbers are the weak isospin T and the weak hypercharge Y.

They are related to the electric charge Q by the Gell-Mann Nishijima relation *:

1The weak isospin and weak charge scheme is mathematically an exact copy of the original scheme

proposed by Gell-Mann and Nishijima for arranging strange particles in SU(2) hadronic isospin multiplets.
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Table 1.1: The fermion fields of the Standard Model and some of their quantum numbers.

The left handed components are grouped in SU(2) doublets, whereas the right handed

components are singlets.

Q = T3 + -, (1.1)

where T3 is the third component of the weak isospin. The gauge fields are W% {% = 1, 2, 3)
for the weak isospin and Bß for the weak hypercharge.

The matter fields of the Standard Model are the quarks and leptons, which are listed

in Table 1.1 together with some of their quantum numbers. They are grouped in three

generations. Each generation contains one charged lepton t~ (£ = e,fj,,r) of negative
unit charge 2, a corresponding neutral particle, the neutrino v^ and two quarks, one up-

type quark u%{ux — u,c,t) of charge +2/3 and one down-type quark dt(dl = d,s,b) of

charge —1/3. The left handed components uxl and d^ form an SU(2) doublet and the

right handed components um and diR are SU(2) singlets. On the leptonic side, the left

handed components of ug and £~ form an SU(2) doublet as well but only the right handed

component of the charged lepton, i^, build a singlet. There are no right handed neutrinos

in the Standard Model. 3

The couplings of the fermion fields to the gauge bosons is expressed in the interaction

term of the electroweak Lagrangian:

£1 = -igXLWXLW? - i9-i)ltlY^ (1.2)

where ijj denotes the full fermion fields, xl the left handed isospin doublets, and rr and

Y are the operators for the weak isospin and hypercharge, respectively.
The final ingredient of the electroweak theory is the mechanism of spontaneous sym¬

metry breaking or Higgs mechanism, which allows to generate masses for the gauge fields

2The unit of charge is defined as the absolute value of the electron charge.
3Since a neutral singlet has no weak hypercharge, the right handed component of the neutrino is

invisible to weak, electromagnetic or strong interactions. It can thus be neglected in the Standard Model,
whether or not it actually exists.
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and fermions. The mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking exploits the possibility
for the ground state of a system to have less symmetry than the Lagrangian. In the case

of the Standard Model, it predicts a SU{2) doublet of complex scalar fields with a self in¬

teraction potential giving rise to spontaneous symmetry breaking. It has a continuous set

of degenerated ground states at a non zero expectation value of the field. This manifold

of ground states is invariant under SU(2), but the choice of a particular vacuum state

breaks the original symmetry of the Lagrangian, and generates a massive neutral scalar

particle, the Higgs boson.

Through the Higgs mechanism, three out of the four gauge fields acquire mass and

one remains massless. However, the four initial fields are not the mass eigenstates, and

the physical fields have to be found by diagonalizing the mass matrix:

ry
n

1

^K^O (1.3)

Zp = cos 9WW*- sin 9WB„ (1.4)

Aß = sin9wW^ +cos 9wBfi (1.5)

Wp and Zß corresponds to the observed massive W± and Z bosons, the charged and

neutral carriers of the weak force, and Aß stands for the well known photon, the massless

carrier of electromagnetic interactions. The parameter 9W is the so-called weak mixing

angle, which describes the mixing of the weak and electromagnetic forces. It is also related

to the basic electroweak couplings g and g' through:

ta,n9w = — (1.6)

The basic electroweak interactions show up when rewriting the interaction Lagrangian
from equation (1.2) in terms of the physical boson fields

d = -e^QipAp
Je 77i

g

~^J~{Xl1^+xl W+ + XlI^xl W~)

JGG JCC

{xl^tsXl - sin2 9W^YQ^) Zß (1.7)
sin Qw cos 9w

J
NC

The conserved currents are the electromagnetic current j£m which couples to the photon
field, the weak charged current JCq which couples to the charged W^ bosons and the

weak neutral current J^£ which couple to the neutral Z boson. All couplings have been

expressed in terms of the electromagnetic coupling e, defined by:

e = gsvn9w = g'cos 9w- (1-8)

Finally, the Higgs mechanism is also taken to be responsible for the fermion masses

in the Standard Model. Mass terms for the fermions are included through Yukawa-like

7



couplings of the scalar field to the fermion fields. This will be discussed in more detail in

section 1.2. The full electroweak Lagrangian can now be written as:

J~>e.w. — *"fermioni '"boson "T L-'I \ i->Htggs > ^Yukawa (*••*)

1 2 3 4 5

The five terms on the right hand side correspond to:

1. fermion kinetic terms;

2. kinetic terms and self-interactions of the 7, Z and W^ bosons;

3. couplings of the fermion fields to the boson fields;

4. coupling of the Higgs field to the boson fields and self interaction of the Higgs field;

5. Coupling of the Higgs field to the fermions, giving rise to the fermion masses.

The interaction term has been explicitly written down in equations (1.2) and (1.7), and

the Yukawa term will be shown in the next section. The details of the other terms can

be found for instance in [4] or [5].

1.1.2 Strong interactions

The theory of strong interactions, Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD), is governed by a

local SU(3)c symmetry. The corresponding quantum number is called color. The gauge

fields generated by the SU(3)c local gauge invariance are the eight gluon fields Gß. The

symmetry is not broken and the gluons are massless.

Quarks are SU(3)c triplets and they appear in three different color4 states:

q= I qG \ (1.10)

Leptons are color singlets and they do not couple to the gluon fields. The QCD Lagrangian

£qcd describes the self interactions of gluons and their couplings to the quark fields.

The force carriers of strong interactions, the gluons, are coloured objects and they can

therefore couple to other gluons. Mathematically, this is a consequence of the non-abelian

(non commutative) structure of the gauge group SU(3)c and one speaks of non-abelian

gauge theories.

An important consequence of the self-couplings of the gluons in the Standard Model is

the characteristic dependence of the strong coupling constant gs on the energy scale Q2: it

is high at small energy scales and it decreases with increasing Q2. It is therefore possible
to identify two different regions with very different behavior of strong interactions:

4The indices R, G and B stand for red, green and blue, in analogy to the three fundamental colors of

photography.
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• At high energy, the strong coupling is small and the quarks behave almost like

free particles, which is referred to as asymptotic freedom. Perturbative QCD can be

applied and it has actually been very successful in predicting high energy phenomena
like the deep inelastic scattering of electrons on protons and neutrons and hadron

production in e+e~ collisions.

• The large value of gs at low energies is responsible for the phenomenon of con¬

finement: quarks are always confined in colorless bound states, called hadrons,

composed of a quark-antiquark pair (mesons) or of a quark triplet (baryons). An¬

other consequence of the high value of gs at low energies is the reduced applicability
of QCD: below a characteristic energy scale AqCd ~ 200MeV, perturbative calcu¬

lations diverge. The fragmentation process, for instance, belongs to this difficult

region, where analytical calculations are mostly impossible.

1.2 The Cabbibo Kobayashi Maskawa mixing matrix

1.2.1 Weak and physical quark eigenstates

After the choice of a particular vacuum for the Higgs field, the electroweak gauge fields are

not mass eigenstates. The physical fields have to be constructed from linear combinations

of the gauge fields by diagonalizing the mass matrix generated by the Higgs mechanism.

Something similar happens in the fermion sector through the Yukawa coupling of the

fermion fields to the Higgs field. After spontaneous symmetry breaking, the corresponding
term of the Standard Model Lagrangian reads:

3

1
^Yukawa = J^KK/^l + ~H)

3=1

3

1
- Yl [(m3k)nû3LukR + (mjk)ddJLdkR] (1 + -H) + h.c. (1.11)

3,k=i

where v is the Higgs field vacuum expectation value and H is the physical scalar Higgs field.

Since there are no right handed neutrinos in the Standard Model, the neutrinos remain

massless and the mass matrix for the charged leptons (m3)g, is diagonal.5 The situation is

different in the quark sector. Since there can be Yukawa couplings between different quarks
of the same electric charge, the fields obtained directly from the electroweak symmetry

breaking do not in general diagonalize the mass matrices (m^)^. The most general
relation between the mass eigenstates and the fields occurring in the weak currents is a

unitary transformation. Denoting the quark fields in the weak currents with primes and

the mass eigenstates without primes, the convention is to set u[ = ut and to express the

5Many recent experimental results [6] on the deficit of solar and atmospheric neutrinos show strong
indications of neutrino oscillations. This would imply nonzero neutrino masses and changes the picture
presented here.
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mixing in terms of a 3 x 3 unitary matrix operating on the charge —1/3 quarks:

/ d\

= V s (1.12)
w

The matrix V has first been written down by Kobayashi and Maskawa in 1973 [7]. It is

a generalization for three quark families of the Cabbibo rotation [8], invented to preserve

the universality of weak interactions, which took the form of a 2 x 2 matrix and mixed

the first two quark generations. The mixing matrix V is called the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix. It couples any up-type quark with all down-type quarks, as

seen when rewriting the weak charged quark current Lagrangian in terms of the physical

gauge and fermion fields:

Ccc = -t^= {WjJ+" + h-c-) > (L13)

with Jwß being the weak charged currents:

Jcc = 5>^y^ +

= ( u c

+ (e" tr T" ) y vß (1.14)

Physically, the matrix elements Vtj can thus be regarded as coupling constants between

the quarks and the weak charged bosons W±.

It is usual to associate to every quark and lepton a so-called flavour. One has hence

the following pattern of flavour changing currents in the Standard Model, as shown in

figure 1.1:

• Lepton flavour changing currents occur only between each charged lepton and the

neutrino of the same generation. There are no weak transitions between lepton
of different generations. Although it does not correspond to a fundamental sym¬

metry of the theory, lepton number is conserved in the Standard Model. This is

experimentally well confirmed, for instance by the stringent limits on the decay

//-e7[10].

• There are flavour changing charged currents between quarks, as well within the same

generation as between different generations. This is confirmed for instance by the

observed decays -k~ —> e~ve (same family) or K~ —>• irae~ve (different families).

• Due to the unitarity of the CKM matrix, there are no neutral weak transitions

between quarks of different generations, and in general between quarks of different

10
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Figure 1.1: Patterns of charge-changing weak transitions [9] among quarks and leptons.
The strongest inter-quark transitions correspond to the solid lines, with dashed, dot-

dashed and dotted lines indicating successively weaker transitions. Upper bounds on

neutrino masses are indicated by the arrows.

flavours. Transitions like ut <H> u3 or dt -H- d3, with i ^ j, are forbidden in the

Standard Model. This is confirmed by the experimental absence of so-called flavour

changing neutral currents, which would give rise to decays like K° —> /i~/i+ 6. The

absence of such decays, together with the presence of weak charged decays between

the first two families, was the original motivation that lead Glashow, Iliopoulos and

Maiani [11] in 1970 to introduce a mixing between the mass eigenstates in the weak

current (GIM mechanism) for the first two quark families, and to postulate the

existence of the charm quark, that was not observed at the time.

1.2.2 CKM parametrization and hierarchy

For Ng fermion generations, F is a unitary Ng x Ng matrix and it contains (Ng — l)2
physical parameters: Ng(Ng — l)/2 moduli and (Ng — 2)(Ng - l)/2 phases. In the simpler
case of two generations, V is determined by a single parameter, the so-called Cabbibo

angle. With three generations, the CKM matrix is described by 3 angles and 1 phase.
One possible parametrization, proposed by the Particle Data Group [10], uses three angles

6Such decays can actually happen through second-order weak interactions, but they are strongly
suppressed.
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Relative strength Transition Source of information

(example)
- 1 u<-ïd Nuclear /3-decay
- 1 c -H- s Charm decays
- 0.22 u <-> s Strange particle decay
-0.22 c -o- d v Charm production
- 0.04 c -B- 6 b decays
- 0.003 u^-b Charmless b decays
- 1 t<->b Top quark decays
-0.04 t -H- s Rare penguin b decays (b —¥ s)
-0.01 t-H-d B — B oscillations

Table 1.2: Relative strengths of charged weak transitions.

012, 023, 013 and one phase <5i3:

/ ci2c23 S12C13 sise^13 \

V=\ -S12C23 - C12S23S13e-1613 Ci2C23 - 5i2S23S13e~î513 S23C13 (1.15)
V 512S23 - Ci2C23Si3e-^13 -Ci2S23 ~ Sl2C23Sl3e^13 C23Ci3 /

with sl3 = sin0î; and ctJ = cos9iy The angles 9%J can be regarded as mixing angles
between generations i and j. If one of these angles vanishes, so does the mixing between

the two corresponding generations.
The values of individual matrix elements can in principle be determined from weak

decays of the relevant quarks, or, in some cases, from deep inelastic neutrino scattering.
Table 1.2 summarizes the approximate strengths of charge changing weak transitions and

their experimental information sources. A review on the determination of single matrix

elements can be found in [10].
It is possible to identify a kind of hierarchy between the CKM matrix elements, in the

sense that transitions between the first and the second quark generation are much stronger
than those between the second and the third, and the latter are still much stronger than

transitions connecting the third and the first generations. This is expressed in the size of

the three mixing angles: sl2 S> s23 ^> si3. A manifestation of this hierarchy, crucial for the

analysis presented in this thesis, is the relatively long b lifetime. The first measurement

of the average 6-quark lifetime by the collaborations MARK-II [12] and MAC [13] was a

surprise, because it was believed to be much smaller than the experimental time resolution

available at that time. This was a sign of a strong suppression of the relevant matrix

element Vcb with respect to the known matrix element Vcs or Vcd.
It has to be emphasized that the Standard Model provides no explanation for this

hierarchy. The three angles and the phase could in principle be random numbers. This

kind of structure in the CKM matrix, unexplained in the Standard Model and often

referred to as the "hierarchy problem", is one of the reasons to search for physics beyond
the Standard Model.

There is an often used approximation of the CKM matrix, proposed by Wolfen¬

stein [14], that emphasizes this hierarchy. It sets A = s12, the sine of the Cabbibo angle,
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and writes the other elements in terms of powers of A:

/ l-A2/2 A AX3{p-ir])\
V=[ -A l-A2/2 AA2 +0(A4) (1.16)

\AX5(l-p-ir]) -AX2 1 J

with A, p and 77 real numbers that are intended to be of order unity. The relation between

the parameters of (1.16) and (1-15) is given by:

s12
= A, s23

= AA2, s13e'lé = AX3{p - irj). (1.17)

Relations (1.17) are exact and they specify the higher order terms in (1.16).

1.2.3 CP violation

The presence of the phase 513, the only complex phase in the Standard Model Lagrangian,
has an important consequence: a non-zero value of £l3 would be a possible source of

CP violation. The CP symmetry is the product of the two discrete symmetries C and

P. The charge conjugation C exchanges particle and antiparticle, whereas the parity
transformation P produces a space inversion. Both C and P are strongly violated by
weak interactions. Their product, CP, was thought to be a good symmetry, until the

discovery of a tiny CP violation of order C(10~3) in the K°-K° system by Cronin and Fitch

in 1964 [15]. The complex phase in the CKM matrix is the only way to accommodate

CP violation in the Standard Model, and this is possible only with at least three quark

generations, since there is no complex phase in the mixing matrix with less than three

quark generations.
In the Wolfenstein parametrization of (1.16), the CP violating phase is represented

by the parameter 77. It occurs only in the elements Vub and Vtd which are of order A3

so that the suppression of CP violation is manifest. The biggest CP violating effects

are therefore expected in processes involving quarks of the third family. In particular,

significant CP asymmetries are expected in decays of neutral B mesons. The observation

of such asymmetries is among the main goals of future experiments dedicated to B physics,
like BABAR [16], HERA-B [17], BELLE [18] or LHCb [19].

1.2.4 Unitarity triangles

The unitarity of the CKM matrix implies a set of relations among its elements [20]:

£Wft = 8V, (i<j) (1.18)
k

$>*,*£ = <*„, (i<j) (1.19)
k

where (1.18) and (1.19) express the normalization and orthogonality conditions for the

columns and the rows of the CKM matrix, respectively. Six of these relations imply the
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a = (p/n)

l-(p+ir|)

C = (0,0) B = (1,0)

Figure 1.2: The rescaled Unitarity Triangle corresponding to relation (1.20).

sum of three complex quantities to vanish and can be represented geometrically by trian¬

gles in the complex plane, the so-called "unitarity triangles". One of them is particularly

interesting because the three sides are of the same order of magnitude, Ö(X3):

vudv:b+vcdv:b+vtdvt; = o (1.20)

The three components on the left side of equation (1.20) can be written in terms of the

Wolfenstein parameters (A, A, p, rj):

where

VudV:b = AX3[p + tfj] + 0(X7)

vcdv;b = -ax3 + o(x7)

vtdv;b = Ax3[i-(p-tv)] + o(x7)

A2 A2

P=(l-y)p, *7=(l-y)rç

(1.21)

(1.22)

(1.23)

(1.24)

In equations (1.21-1.23), relations (1.17) were used to improve the accuracy of the original
Wolfenstein parametrization in (1.16). They are excellent approximations to the exact

expressions [21]. The unitarity relation (1.20) can be expressed by the famous "Unitarity
Triangle" shown in Figure 1.2, obtained after scaling out a common factor of IV^V^J —

AA3. Two of its vertices are fixed at C = (0, 0) and B = (1,0) and the coordinates of the

third one are A = (p, fj). The lengths of the two sides are:

AB = V(1-p)2 + ^72

AC = Vp2 + V2 =

_

1

~X

A2/2

Vttd

vcb

vub

X V
cb

(1.25)

(1.26)

The largest CP violating effects are expected in the B system related to this triangle. In

particular, large CP asymmetries are predicted by its openness [22]. The understanding
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of CP violation requires therefore a determination of the vertex A in the (p,fj) plane,
and this is the goal of many measurements involving b quarks. Through independent
measurements of the side lengths and of the angles, it is possible to test the consistency
of the Standard Model by overdetermining the position of A. The work presented in this

thesis is part of this effort. As will be shown in Section 1.4.2 the measurement of B — B

mixing can determine the length of the side AB of the Unitarity Triangle.

1.3 Production and decay of B hadrons in Z decays

1.3.1 The process e+e~ —> bb at the Z resonance

The production of bottom quarks in e+e~ collisions happens through 7 or Z exchange.
The tree level Feynman graphs for these processes are shown in figure 1.3. At center of

mass energies around the Z boson mass, the Z exchange dominates and the 7 exchange
and 7Z-interference can be usually neglected.

a) b)

Figure 1.3: Tree level graphs for the e+e -^ bb process

In lowest order of perturbation theory (Born level), the decay width of Z into a fermion-

antifermion pair // is [23]:

IWZ - ff) = ^0 (ß3Zfv2f + ß^f) (1-27)

where ß is the velocity of the outgoing fermions, which takes the fermion mass in account:

/ Am2,

ß=r—r
and Vf and a/ are the vector and axial couplings. They depend on the weak isospin and

electric charge of the fermion, and the weak mixing angle 9w-

vf = 2 T( - 4 Qf sin2 9W (1.28)

af = 2T( (1.29)

The vector and axial couplings of the b quark to the Z boson were determined by the

measurements of the partial width Tbb and the forward-backward asymmetry of b quarks
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at high energy e+e~ colliders (PEP [24], PETRA [25-27], KEK [28-30], LEP [31] and

SLC [32,33]). These measurements allowed to confirm the weak isospin doublet nature of

the b quark.
The Born approximation in equation (1.27) provides a very good approximation for

many purposes. A precise determination of Fbb requires however to take small electroweak

and QCD corrections into account. An often used quantity is Rb, the partial decay width

of Z into bb normalized to the total hadronic decay width: Rb = Yb/Yhad. The Standard

Model prediction for Rb is [10]:

Rlu = 0.2158 ±0.0001

which is in good agreement with the experimental world average R%DG = 0.2170 ±

0.0009 [10]. With several millions hadronic Z decays, LEP represents therefore a copious
source of b quarks.

1.3.2 Hadronization of b quarks into B hadrons

The electroweak process e+e~ —) Z —> bb produces a pair of coloured objects, which inter¬

act very fast via the colour field of strong interactions to produce colourless hadrons. The

evolution of the initial quark-antiquark pair into final hadrons is called hadronization or

fragmentation. It is qualitatively described by QCD but a rigorous quantitative descrip¬
tion is still lacking due to the fact that perturbative QCD cannot be used for momentum

transfers below O(Aqcd)-
As illustrated in Figure 1.4, the production of final state hadrons in e+e~ collisions

can be divided into four phases:

1. electroweak process

The electroweak process produces two quarks flying in opposite directions, giving
the typical two jet structure of Z decays into a quark-antiquark pair. This phase
and hence the total hadronic cross section is accurately described by electroweak

calculations.

2. Parton shower

The primary quarks can radiate hard gluons, which may radiate themselves further

gluons or quark-antiquark pairs, giving rise to three and four jet event topologies.
This hard radiation is well described by perturbative QCD and jet multiplicity rates

can therefore be well predicted. The probability of each emission is described by
the Altarelli-Parisi equations [34]. They are used for the simulation of the parton
shower evolution until the non perturbative QCD range is reached.

3. Fragmentation
In the next stage, the quarks radiate soft gluons and more quark-antiquark pairs are

created to build colourless hadrons. This process defines the final hadron multiplicity
as well as the momentum spectra of individual particles in the jet. The momentum

transfers are low and it cannot be described by perturbative QCD. Phenomenological
models have to be used. In the analysis presented here, the string fragmentation
model [35] is used in the framework of the JETSET Monte Carlo program [36].
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1 2 3 4

Figure 1.4: The hadronization process.

— qi< üü^qi —'

g.* »qi+i qi+i^ >q"i

Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of the string fragmentation model used in the sim¬

ulation of the hadronization process.

In this model, illustrated in Figure 1.5, colourless strings are stretched between

pairs of quarks generated in the e+e~ collisions. The confinement is implemented
by a linear increase of potential energy stored in the string when a quark q% and

an antiquark q\ move apart from each other. The string breaks when the distance

between q% and qz reaches about 1 fm through the creation of a new quark antiquark
pair ql+iql+i. This process is iterated until only colourless and on-mass-shell hadrons

remain. The probability of creating a new quark antiquark pair Vqq decreases with
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increasing mass and transverse momentum of the created pair:

7rm2+pf
,

K
. .9

Vqq = e «

,
with - = (360 MeVf (1.30)

7T

where m is the mass of the created quark and pt is its transverse momentum with

respect to the flight direction of the initial quark. Equation (1.30) implies a suppres¬

sion of heavy quark production: u : d : s : c œ 1 : 1 : 0.3 : 10"11. The production of

charm and heavier quarks is very strongly suppressed and is neglected in the simu¬

lation. The production of baryons, composed of three quarks, requires more energy

and it is expected to be suppressed. To account for observed A baryon spectra [37],
the baryon to meson ratio has been set to 10%. The fractions for the produced b

hadrons are thus about 40% for B° and B+, 10% for B° and about 10% for the b

baryons (A6, S°, Qb,...). The measured values are listed in Table 1.3. They are

determined assuming equal fractions for Bd and B+.

The momentum of a created hadron in the fragmentation process has two com¬

ponents, a transverse and a longitudinal component with respect to the direction

of the original quark antiquark pair. The transverse component is the sum of the

transverse momenta of the quarks that compose the hadron. Instead of using the

longitudinal momentum, one normally uses the variable z, defined as the ratio of the

energy plus the longitudinal momentum of the hadron to the sum of the energy and

momentum of the heavy quark, after accounting for initial state radiation, gluon

bremsstrahlung and final state radiation:

z=^+P\\)^ron (L31)
y£L/ -+- P) quark

The main advantage of this variable is that it is relativistically invariant with respect

to boosts in the direction of the primary quark. The probability that a given value of

z is picked is expressed by the so-called fragmentation function f(z). Two different

choices of fragmentation function are used:

• The symmetric Lund fragmentation function

f(z)ocl(l-zyexJ-bim2z+pl)] (1.32)

with a = 0.5 and b = 0.848 GeV~2, is used to describe the fragmentation of

the light quarks u, d and s.

• Observed spectra for b and c hadrons [10] indicate the need of a harder frag¬
mentation function for heavy quarks. An often used parametrization is the one

proposed by Peterson et al.

f(z) ex —
T (1.33)

eQ

(1-

where eg is a free parameter, expected to scale between flavours like eg oc 1/ttiq,
vhq being the mass of the heavy quark. The values eb — 0.0035 and ec = 0.03
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Figure 1.6: The Peterson fragmentation function for b and c quarks, with eb = 0.0035 and

ec = 0.03. The variable z is defined in (1.31). The normalizations are arbitrary.

are used in the simulation. The shape of the Peterson fragmentation function

is shown in Figure 1.6 for these values.

Since the variable z is normally not directly accessible experimentally, other scaling
variables are often used, which are close approximations to z, like xp = Phad/Pmax,
or xE = Ehad/Ebeam, where phad and Ehad are the hadron momentum and energy,

Ebeam is the beam energy and pmax is the hadron momentum if it would take the

whole energy of the initial quark.

The average b hadron energy has recently been accurately measured by the L3

collaboration [39]:

(xE)b = 0.709 ± 0.004

It can be compared to the mean energy of D hadrons for c quarks [40] :

(xE)c = 0.484 ± 0.008

The harder fragmentation for heavy quarks can intuitively be understood by their

greater inertia: heavy quarks are only softly decelerated by taking up light quarks
in the hadronization process.

4. Particle decays
Unstable hadrons decay into particles (hadrons, leptons or photons) that live long
enough to interact with the detector. Three examples of these decays with very

different decay widths are, in order of increasing lifetime, D*+ —> D°7r+, tt° —» 77

and Kg —y 7r+7r~. The decay of b hadrons is discussed in more details in the next

section.
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State Quark content Mass Lifetime Production fraction

[MeV/c2] [PS] [%]

BS (ta) 5279.2 ±1.8 1.56 ±0.04 39.7J
B+ (bu) 5278.9 ±1.8 1.65 ±0.04 39.7±|:1
B° (bs) 5369.3 ±2.0 1.54 ±0.07 10.5+^
A6 (bud) 5624 ± 9 1.24 ±0.08 lo-ili:?

Table 1.3: Properties of b hadron ground states. All values are taken from Ref. [10]. In

the determination of the production fractions, equal fractions have been assumed for Bd
and B+.

1.3.3 Decay of B hadrons

The decay of B hadrons can be described in first approximation through the spectator

quark model. In the Standard Model, b quarks decay to either corn quarks by coupling
to the weak charged current. The off-shell W subsequently decays to either a leptonic or a

quark doublet. In the spectator model, the b quark in the hadron is taken to decay as a free

particle and the other quarks are assumed to have a negligible effect on the decay. They
are merely "spectator" quarks.7 The external and internal spectator graphs are shown

in Figures 1.7 a and b, respectively. The internal spectator graph is colour suppressed,
since the quark from the W decay has to have the same color than the original b quark.
The decay width for the internal spectator process is thus expected to be suppressed by a

factor of 9 with respect to the external spectator process. This is confirmed for instance

in the suppression of the branching ratio Br(B[} —> J/0K°)=(8.9 ± 1.2) 10"4 compared
to Br(Bg ->• D~D+)=(8.0 ± 3.0) • 10"3 [10].

Within the framework of the spectator quark model, all mesons and baryons contain¬

ing a b quark will have approximately the same lifetime. Small differences arise from

corrections to the spectator model. Destructive interferences between external and inter¬

nal spectator graphs to the same final state reduce the non leptonic decay width of B+ [41].
Other non spectator process like W annihilation for B+ (see Fig. 1.7.d) or t-channel W

exchange between the initial quarks (see Fig. 1.7.c) give further corrections. The latter

one produces in particular a decrease of the Ab lifetime with respect to the mesons. The

following hierarchy of lifetimes is expected [42]:

rAb < rBo
~

rBo < rB+ .

This is in agreement with the measured lifetimes (see Table 1.3). The observed A^-baryon
lifetime is however unexpectedly low and it is quite difficult to accommodate it theoret¬

ically [43-45]. In the Monte Carlo simulation used for this analysis, equal lifetimes were

set for all b hadrons.

The fairly long lifetime of b hadrons (~ 1.5 ps) is due to the Cabbibo suppressed
transition b —> c: the corresponding CKM matrix element Vcb is of order Ö(X2). The

other kinematically allowed transition, b —> u, is even more suppressed since Vub ~ Ö(X3).

7The spectator quark model is applied for meson as well as for baryon decays. There may be thus one

or two spectator quarks.
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Figure 1.7: Feynman graphs showing different decay modes of B mesons.
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1.4 B — B oscillations

The phenomenon of particle-antiparticle oscillations is a beautiful example of a quantum
mechanical two state system. It has been first predicted by Gell-Mann and Pais in 1955

for neutral kaons [46], as they realized the consequences of the peculiar characteristics of

the K°-K° system: K° and its antiparticle K° are not identical and they can be distin¬

guished through the value of an observable, strangeness, which is not conserved in weak

interactions. Since particle and antiparticle have the same mass (CPT theorem [47]), it

is therefore not forbidden by any conservation law that K° transforms into K° and vice

versa. Gell-Mann and Pais noted that the superposition principle of Quantum Mechanics

lead then to two remarkable consequences:

1. The K° and K° states do not have definite masses or lifetimes. Instead, they are two

linear combinations of K° and K°, called Kg (short-lived) and K° (long-lived), with

different masses and lifetimes. In particular, they predicted the existence of a long
lived neutral kaon, which had not been observed yet. The prediction was confirmed

only one year later through the discovery of K° in 1956 by Ledermann et al. [48].

2. As a consequence of the interference between the Kg and K° states, the content of

K° and K° in an initially pure K° state oscillate with time. For neutral kaons, this

was referred to as strangeness oscillations. These oscillations were first observed in

1957, again by Ledermann et al. [49].

Particle-antiparticle oscillations should also occur in other neutral mesons systems

containing c, b or t quarks. In particular, sizable effects are expected in the Bd(bd)—Bd(bd)
and B°s(bs) — B°s(bs) systems.

1.4.1 Phenomenology of neutral meson mixing

The theoretical analysis of oscillations applies equally well to all mentioned neutral meson

systems. We follow here the treatment of neutral kaons and neutral B mesons in Ref. [50]
and [51]. In the following, B and B denote the flavour states in all three cases, i.e.:

B = K°,BdorB°s
B = K°,BdovB°s

Having an arbitrary superposition of B and B states with time dependent coefficients a

and b:

\*(t)) = a(t)\B) + b{t)\B)

The effective Hamiltonian governing the time evolution of |^) is:

it = rtç) + riw

where Ho describes the strong and electromagnetic part and %w describes the weak part,
which can be regarded as a perturbation. The Hamiltonian satisfies the Schrödinger
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equation:

w)=i^m (i.34)

In the (B, B) basis, H is represented by a 2 x 2 matrix

"--•H^&^S") (L35)

where M and T are hermitian 2x2 matrices, called mass and decay matrices. H itself is

not hermitian, since it operates only in the (B, B) space and the B mesons decay.
The states B and B are defined as eigenstates of Hq. If Hw were zero, there would be

no B <-y B transitions and the B mesons would not decay. Assuming CPT invariance,
the effective Hamiltonian would reduce to:

* - ( Ï £ ) (-)

The weak interaction is not zero and 'H is not diagonal in the B and B states. It has

eigenvalues:

Xs = ms
- i\ls = M-^iT + J (m*12 - ^q2j (m12 - ^iT12\ (1.37)

Ai = mL - i)pL = M-Uy-J (m{2 - Uv\2\ (m12 - ^T12\ (1.38)

where ms, 7s, mL and 7^ are real values. They stand for the mass and lifetimes of the two

eigenstates of %, called Bs and BL. These are the states with definite masses ms,L and

lifetimes 1/75,1, for weak decays. Still assuming CPT invariance, Bs and Bl can most

generally be related to B and B by:

\BS) = [2(1 + lei2)]"1/2 [(1 + e)\B) + (1 - e)\B)} (1.39)

\Bl) = [2(1 + \e\2)]-1'2 [(1 + e)\B) - (1 - C)|B>] (1.40)

with

l-\
/m*2-^t'12
J Mi2-|iri2

1+\
JM*12-\iT'12
J Mi2-|jri2

(1.41)

The parameter e parametrizes the CP impurity of the mass eigenstates. If the CP sym¬

metry were conserved in weak interactions, the mass eigenstates Bs,l would also be CP

eigenstates and e would be zero. A nonzero value of e means that the transition amplitudes

8ft is set to 1.
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for B —> B and B —>• B are different. The amplitudes may differ in phase or strength and

the parameter e is in general a complex number. However only the difference in strength
is experimentally observable, which results in a nonzero value of the real part of e. It is

expected to be of order O(10~3). For neutral kaons, a measurement of the lepton charge
asymmetry in the decay K° —y ir±eTi' gave the value [52]:

ReeKo = (1.621 + 0.088) • 10-3

For the B° — B° system, the CLEO collaboration searched for an asymmetry in the

same-sign dilepton sample at the T(45') resonance and set an upper limit [53]:

ReeBo < 0.045 (90%C.L.)

The value of e is therefore small and it can be neglected in the present analysis. With

this approximation, the matrix elements M\2 and r12 are real and the mass and lifetime

differences between the two mass eigenstates read:

Am = ms-mL = 2Ml2 (1.42)
Ar = 75-7l = 2F12 (1.43)

Perturbative expansion of the effective Hamiltonian up to second order in Hw gives the

following expressions for the matrix elements M\2 and T^:

=
y(B\HM(n\H„\B)
^ M -E„

y ' '

n

r12 = 2n^p{F)(B\Hw\F){F\Hw\B) (1.45)
F

Mi2 corresponds to virtual B -H- B transitions while r12 describes real transitions due to

decay modes common to B and B.

The mass difference Am is a measure of the oscillation frequency to change from a B

to a B and vice versa. This is easily seen from the time evolution of a particle which is

pure B at t = 0. The corresponding wave function reads:

]#(*)) = e-imste-^t/2\Bs) + e-imLie~lLtl2\BL)

The probability to find a B (B) at a time t is given by Vß^-Bii) (Pb^ë(^)):

Vb^b® = \(B\V(t))\2 = ^~e~Tt cosh I 1 ] — cos(Am t)

vB^B{t) = \(Bm))\ =—^^e_ri
2

r2-(f)2 rj /Ar\
,A

;
-

v 2 ' "~Tt cosh I —t + cos(Am t)

(1.46)

(1.47)

The factor (r2 — (Ar/2) )/(2r) is obtained from the normalization condition:

/•CO

/ (VB-+B(t)+VB^B(t))dt = l.

Jo
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Equations (1.46-1.47) show a remarkable result: a B component, which was initially not

present, is produced through the interference of the two mass eigenstates as they evolve

in time. This happens only if Bs and BL are not degenerate in mass. The time integrated
probability for B to oscillate into B is then:

* = /. P«-'(t)<tt=2(P + Am»)
(1'48)

Up to here the three systems K° — K°, Bd — Bd and B® — Büs are perfectly described

by the same set of equations. The different decay modes lead however to significant dif¬

ferences in the behaviour of theses systems. For the neutral kaons, the CP-even 7T7r-mode

dominates with the immediate consequence that 75 ^> 72,: 7JF /j^° ~ 580. The situ¬

ation is quite different for Bd. The difference of lifetimes Ar comes from decay modes

that are common to both Bd and Bd, like uddu, uddc or cddc. Such decays are strongly
Cabbibo suppressed9 and they represent only a very small fraction of the total Bd decay
rate. Using the many measured branching ratios for Bd [10], a conservative estimate gives

(Ar/r)d < 5%, while theoretical calculations predict (Ar/r)d ~ 1% [54]. For B°, Ar is

expected to be a little more significant due to the Cabbibo favoured decay mode cscs, but

it is still expected to be much smaller than for neutral kaons. Theoretical calculations

predict (Ar/r)s ~ 10% [54]. An experimental limit of (Ar/r)s < 0.5 at 95% C.L. was

set recently by the L3 collaboration [55].
The width difference for Bd and B° can hence in a good approximation be set to zero.

The expressions for the mixing probabilities simplify then to:

VB^B{t) = ~e'Tt [1 - cos(Am t)] (1.49)

VB^B(t) = ^e~rt [1 + cos(Am t)} (1.50)

and the time integrated mixing probability is:

x2
* =

2ÖT^) (L51)

where x is the ratio between the oscillation frequency and the decay width:

Am
,

.

^=~r (1-52)

The value of x lies between 0, in case of no mixing, and 1/2 for maximal mixing. The size

of x is essential for the observability of oscillations. If the time scale of oscillations Am is

much smaller than the decay time 1/r, the B meson will decay, before the B component
becomes significant. This is illustrated in Figure 1.8, where the probabilities VB-+B(t)
and VB^.B(t) are shown for two different values of x.

The total mixing probability is shown in Figure 1.9 in dependence of the mixing
parameter x = Am/T. At small values of x, the total mixing strongly depends on the

9A decay is called Cabbibo suppressed if the CKM matrix element corresponding to the decay is

smaller than the matrix elements corresponding to other possible decay modes.
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Figure 1.8: The time dependent probabilities to decay in an unmixed (solid line) or mixed

(dashed line) state are shown for two different values of the ratio x = Am/F. The total

decay probability is shown by the dotted line.

value of x. If the oscillation time scale is comparable to the life time, a measurement

of the total mixing probability x can thus be interpreted as a measurement of the mass

splitting Am, provided the lifetime 1/r is known. This is not the case if oscillations

between B and B happen much faster than the decay: x tends asymptotically to 1/2 for

high values of x. An explicit time dependent measurement is then necessary to extract

the value of Am.

1.4.2 B — B oscillations in the Standard Model

The mass difference between the two mass eigenstates comes from virtual transitions

between Bd and B°d. These transitions proceed through second order weak interactions

where two W bosons are exchanged between a pair of quark lines, as shown in the so-called

box diagrams of Figure 1.10. The theoretical prediction for Am is derived by computing
the box diagram contributions. Using the valence quark approximation, which allows to

factorize the amplitude into a strong and a weak part, the mass splitting Amd can be

written as [51]:

Amrf = 2M12
GlMl

w

8tt2 (BS|(6LydL)(6L7^L)|B2>X;KiVSV7^t5(ri,rJ) (1.53)
y

where Gp is the Fermi constant and S(ri,r3) is a loop function which depends on the

masses, r,- = mf/M^, of the up-type quarks running along the internal fermionic line.
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Figure 1.9: The time integrated mixing probability x as a function of the mixing parameter
x = Am/r.

b u, c, t d_

R° R°

Figure 1.10: Box diagrams for BjJ-B^ mixing. The diagrams for B°-B° mixing are obtained

by replacing d (d) with s (s).

Since the different CKM factors have all a similar size:

KÄ ~ vcdv;b ~ vtdv;b ~ ax3

the final amplitude is completely dominated by the top contribution, since mt 3> mc, mu.

The largest uncertainty on Am^ comes from the hadronic matrix element

(Bd\(bLrdL)(bLlßdL)\Bd) = -M^^b» (1.54)

It gives the amplitude for finding the bd (bd) quarks inside the B^ (Bd) close together,
so that W exchange can occur. The size of the hadronic matrix element is characterized

by the non perturbative parameters /Bo and BBo, the so-called B decay constant and bag
d d

parameter [51]. Lattice QCD calculations, which are regarded as having become the most

reliable source of such matrix elements, give BBof20 = (1.4 ± 0.1)(175 ± 25 MeV)2 [56].
QCD corrections to the box diagrams are found to be factorizable so that the expres¬

sion for Am can simply be multiplied by a factor t)qcd- Next to leading order calculations

give riQCD = 0-55 [57].
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Putting everything together, the following expression for the splitting between the

mass eigenstates is obtained:

G2
Amd = 6# 'Wd|2 m2wTUb &M Vqcd s [j^ (1.55)

where

*(*) - \ 1
3 — 9x 6x2 In x

+

(x-1)2
'

(x-l)3_

A measurement of Am^ can therefore be interpreted as determination of the product of

CKM matrix elements (V^V^I- Using the measured values for Gp, Mw, mB and mt, and

the calculated values for fB, BB and tjqcd'-

Amd
\vtd\2 ~ \v:bvtd\2 =

a

(1.56)

with

a=(6.67±2.51)-103ps~1

The first approximation in (1.56) relies on the unitarity of the CKM matrix and on the

existence of only three quark generations, which implies that the norm of Vtb is equal to

unity to a very good approximation [10]. The accuracy on \Vtd\ is however limited by the

large theoretical uncertainties on the non-perturbative parameters /Bo and BBo. This can
d d

be improved if the measurement of Ato^ is combined with a measurement of Ams. The

theoretical calculation of Ams, the mass splitting between the B° physical states, follows

the same line than for Am^, and leads to a result similar to equation (1.55), with Vts

replacing Vtd- A large part of the theoretical uncertainties cancels in the ratio of the two

mass splittings Am^ and Ams:

AmB°

Am
K

Mbq

BS

e
Vt

ts

vttd
(1.57)

The only remaining theoretical uncertainty is coming from the parameter £:

c
Bb°Jb°

(1.58)
BnO f-nO

Lattice QCD calculations [56] yield £ = 1.14 ± 0.08. The relative error on £ is about

three times smaller than on 'BBofBo. This clearly manifests the interest of a Ams
d d

determination, since the measurement of the ratio Amd/Ams would provide a knowledge
of the ration |T4z|/|14a| wrtn a l°w theoretical uncertainty. Furthermore, since \Vts\ ~

\VCb\ — AX2, the ratio Amd/Ams directly measures the length of the side AB of the

unitarity triangle:

AB
Via

vcb
f-v_*

Vtd

Vts
(1.59)

The approximation in (1.59) is valid up to 0(XA). Relations (1.55) and (1.59) will be used

in chapter 4 to set constraints on the CKM matrix and on the unitarity triangle.
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1.4.3 Measurements of B)j and B°s oscillations before LEP

The first signal for B^-B^ mixing was found by the UAl collaboration [58] at the SPS

proton-antiproton collider at CERN. The analysis used the fact that in e+e" and in pp

collisions, B hadrons are produced in pairs. B — B mixing manifests itself by the presence

of two B hadrons each containing either a b or b quark. Both hadrons have to be completely
reconstructed or at least their flavour content has to be tagged. The determination of the

mixing probability % is done by comparing the number of "mixed" events, where both

hadrons have the same b quark content, to the total number of events with two B hadrons.

The UAl collaboration searched for events with two semileptonically decaying B hadrons.

Events with two muons of the same charge were the mixing signature. The number of

observed events with like sign muons was two standard deviations away from the number

of expected background events. The implications of the result for B^-B^ mixing were

however not clear since UAl was not directly measuring the mixing probability Xd for Bd
mesons, but an averaged mixing probability x = fdXd + fsXs, where fd and fs are the

fractions of B°d and B°s mesons in 6-jets, which were not well known at that time.

The first direct experimental evidence for B^-B^ oscillations came from the ARGUS

collaboration [59], that studied e+e~ collisions at the T(4S) resonance. ARGUS succeeded

in 1987 in finding one fully reconstructed T(4S) —> B°B[} event. In this event, shown in

fig. 1.11, all final particles could be identified and the decay chains of the two Bd mesons

(B° and B2) could be reconstructed:

Figure 1.11: Completely reconstructed T(4S) -» B^ B^ event observed by the ARGUS

experiment. The decay chains of the two Bd mesons are given in the text.
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The masses of the intermediate states were in good agreement with the masses of D

and D* mesons. The presence of this event demonstrated in the clearest possible way

the existence of B^-B^ oscillations. Together with CLEO, another experiment running
at the T(4S) resonance, ARGUS also measured the mixing probability Xd by analyzing
dilepton events and events containing one fully reconstructed Bd and an inclusive lepton.
The mixing probability obtained from the combined ARGUS and CLEO statistics is [10]:

XJ(4S) = 0.156 ±0.024 (1.60)

The total mixing probability was hence found to be in the range where it strongly depends
on the mixing parameter x = Am/Y (see fig. 1.9). Using equations (1.51) and (1.52), and

the measured lifetime rd = 1.56 ± 0.04 [10], it is possible to extract the value of Amd:

AmT(4S)
0.432 ± 0.051 ps"1. (1.61)

This result is in complete agreement with the later time dependent measurements. The

average of all time dependent Amd measurements from the four LEP experiments and

CDF, quoted by the Particle Data Group [10] is:

AmJpG'98 = 0.470 ± 0.019 ps" (1.62)

The time dependent measurements allowed to decrease significantly the error on Amd.
Less experimental information was available for oscillations of B^ mesons at the begin¬

ning of LEP. The combination of the T(4S) and UAl results seemed to favour maximal

mixing for B°s [51], that is Xs = 0.5, but a clear conclusion on Xs awaited the LEP

measurements.
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Chapter 2

Selection of Z —> bb events

This chapter describes the first two steps of the analysis: the selection of semileptonic
B decays and the reconstruction of the b decay time. This will lead to a very pure

sample of Z —> bb events. These are a subclass of hadronic decays of the Z boson into

a quark-antiquark pair. The analysis begins therefore with the selection of hadronic

events, described in section 2.1. The next section describes the identification of inclusive

electrons and muons, used for tagging semileptonic b decays. The determination of the

B hadron lifetime in its own inertial frame requires the knowledge of the B decay length
and momentum. Section 2.3 describes the procedure to reconstruct the decay length and

the momentum.

2.1 Hadronic preselection

2.1.1 Data and Monte Carlo samples

This analysis was performed on data recorded by the L3 detector in the 1994 and 1995

data taking periods. The luminosity collected by L3 was 50 pb-1 in 1994 and 30 pb"1 in

1995. The L3 detector is shown in figure 2.1. A detailed description of the detector and

of its performance can be found in [60-66].
Four millions hadronic events Z —>• qq generated with the Lund JETSET Monte

Carlo [36] program were used for Monte Carlo studies. To study the background to

hadronic Z decays, 425'000 hadronic two photon events (e+e~ —> e+e~ + hadrons) gener¬

ated with PHOJET [68] and 300'000 Z -> t+t~ events generated with KORALZ [69,70]
were used. All these generated events were passed through the GEANT [71] based simula¬

tion of the L3 detector. This program is responsible for the propagation of the generated
particles through the detector geometry and materials and the simulation of the detec¬

tor response. The simulated events were finally passed through the same reconstruction

program used for data.

2.1.2 Selection of hadronic events

In order to motivate the selection criteria for hadronic Z decays, it is useful to review the

different kinds of final states that can be observed by a LEP experiment in e+e~ collision
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Figure 2.1: Perspective view of the L3 detector The main elements of the detector,

starting from the center, are- a double layered silicon microstrip detector (SMD), a Time

Expansion Chamber (TEC), an electromagnetic calorimeter composed of BGO crystals,

a uranium hadronic calorimeter, three layers of muon chambers, a solenoid coil giving a

field of 0.5 Tesla and the return yoke of the coil. The experiment is closed with two doors

in the forward and backward direction. They are equiped with further muon chambers

to detect the muons emitted at low angles to the beam axis.
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a) e+e" —>• Z -» qq b) e+e~ -» Z -> e+e 7

Figure 2.2: Some Z decays collected by the L3 detector, shown in the projection on the

plane transverse to the beam axis: a) a hadronic three jets event; b) a Bhabha event with

a radiated photon. In these pictures, the tracks of charged particles are represented by

curved lines in the TEC. The energy deposits in the BGO calorimeter are shown as polar

histograms and as two dimensional box histograms for the hadronic calorimeter.

at center of mass energies around the Z pole:

• e+e~ —y Z —>• qq(g): In hadronic decays of the Z boson, the two primary quarks

hadronize into two or more jets, leading to a high multiplicity of final state particles

Furthermore, these events normally deposit the total center of mass energy of the

collision in the detector. A hadronic event with three jets is shown in Fig. 2.2a.

• e+e~ —» Z —» e+e~ (Bhabha events): The two electrons leave two back to back tracks

in the central tracking system and two narrow bumps in the electromagnetic calorime¬

ter. A Bhabha event with a radiated final state photon is shown in Fig. 2.2b.

• e+e~ —» Z —> p,+pT (Dimuon events): The two muons are seen as two back to back

tracks in the central tracker and in the muon spectrometer. They leave a small

energy deposit in the calorimeters, characteristic of minimum ionizing particles. A

dimuon event is shown in Fig 2.3a.

• e+e~ —> Z —> t+t~: The r lepton has a lifetime of ~ 300 fs and it decays before

reaching the detector. The signature seen in the detector depends on the particular
t decay mode. For leptonic decays, r~ —)> vrlï>t(l = e,p), only a muon or an

electron is seen in the detector, while hadronic decays, r~ —>- vTqq' lead to a low
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a) e+e~ ->• Z -> /x+/x~ b) e+e —>• Z —> r+r

Figure 2.3: Some Z decays collected by the L3 detector, shown in the projection on

the plane transverse to the beam axis: a) a dimuon event; b) a t+t~ event with one

t decaying leptonically into an electron (and two invisible neutrinos) and the other one

decaying hadronically.

multiplicity jet. In both cases, the two neutrinos from the r decays leave no signal in

the detector. Decays Z —> t+t~ are therefore characterized by two low multiplicity
back to back narrow jets and a significant amount of missing energy. A candidate

Z —> t+t~ event is shown in Fig 2.3b.

• e+e~ —> Z —> vv(^)\ The two neutrinos do not interact with the detector and this

final state can only be made visible by the emission of one or more initial state

photons.

• e+e~ —> e+e~ff(f = £,q) (Two photon events): The two virtual photons coupled
to the electron and positron interact while the incoming electron and positron are

scattered at low angles, mostly escaping detection through the beam pipe. The two

photon interaction may produce leptonic or hadronic final states. The cross section

strongly decreases for high masses of the two photon system and these events are

characterized by a small energy deposited in the detector. The two photon system
is often boosted along the beam direction due to the energy carried away by the

electron and positron.

Compared to the other possible final states, hadronic Z decays are characterized by
the high number of final state particles which results in a high multiplicity of tracks
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and calorimetric clusters. Furthermore the total energy deposited in the detector should

be close to the center of mass energy and the total momentum should be zero, which

implies that the energy deposited in the detector should be well balanced and not point
in a definite direction. The main backgrounds are other hadronic final states. They are

mainly of two kinds: hadronic two photon events and Z —> t+t~ decays with hadronic r

decays.

For the present analysis, the following criteria have been applied to select hadronic Z

decays (see fig. 2.4 to 2.5):

• The total energy seen in the detector must amount to at least 40% of the center of

mass energy, that is Etot > 38GeV. This requirement rejects almost all of the two

photon events. The distribution of this variable is shown in Figure 2.4a for 1994

data together with the MC prediction for signal and background from hadronic two

photon events and Z —> r~r+ events. The excess in data at high values is probably
due to calorimeter noise. This is however not worrisome here since the agreement
is good over the main part of the spectrum and in particular in the cut region.

• The number of calorimetric clusters has to be higher than 14. This requirement elim¬

inates almost all leptonic Z decays, but a few hadronic r decays. The distribution

of the number of clusters is shown in Figure 2.4.b for data and Monte Carlo. The

excess in data at the higher end of the spectrum points again at an underestimated

noise simulation in the Monte Carlo.

• Two variables are used to quantify the energy balance of an event, the longitu¬
dinal and transverse energy imbalance. They correspond to the projection of the

vector sum of all cluster energies on the beam axis and on the plane transverse to

it, respectively, normalized to the total visible energy seen in the detector. The

transverse imbalance and the absolute value of the longitudinal imbalance are both

required to be below 0.5. Figure 2.4 shows the distributions of these two variables.

The agreement between data and Monte Carlo is excellent for the longitudinal im¬

balance distribution. The transverse imbalance distribution shows a small excess in

data at high values, which could be due to some local detector inefficiencies which

are not taken into account in the Monte Carlo simulation.

In figures 2.4 and 2.5, all above requirements have been applied but the one on the shown

quantity. In addition to these cuts, we require that at least 5 tracks are measured in the

inner r^-layer of the SMD. This requirement ensures that the microvertex detector was

operational. This is important for the present analysis, which relies heavily on a good
tracking resolution. The distribution of the number of tracks measured in the inner r<j)
SMD is shown in figure 2.6. The peak at zero tracks in data corresponds to some periods
in 1994 where the SMD was not operational.

After applying all these requirements, 1.8 • 106 events are selected in the 94-95 data

taking period. The background fraction, as estimated from Monte Carlo, is less than

10~5. A hadronic event fulfilling all above requirements is shown in figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.4: Variables used for the selection of hadronic events: a) total visible energy

normalized to the center of mass energy; b) number of calorimetric clusters. Shown are the

distributions for 1994 data (dots) together with the Monte Carlo predictions (histograms)
for hadronic events (qq), two photon hadronic final states (e+e~qq) and Z —> t+t~ events

(t+t~). The Monte Carlo distributions are normalized to the data luminosity. The arrows

indicate the cut values described in the text.
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(qq), two photon hadronic final states (e+e~qq) and Z —>• r+r~ events (t+t~). The

Monte Carlo distributions are normalized to the data luminosity. The arrows indicate the

cut values described in the text.
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SMD. The dots show the distribution for data and the histogram shows the Monte Carlo

distribution. The peak at zero tracks for data corresponds to some periods in 1994 where

the SMD was not in operation. The MC distribution is normalized to the number of

events in data with at least one track having SMD information. To make sure that the

SMD was in operation, at least four such tracks are required.
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Run# 528201 Event # 2611 Total Energy : 78.50 GeV

Transverse Imbalance : .0958 Longitudinal Imbalance : .0186

Thrust : .9634 Major: .1268 Minor : .0930

Event DAQ Time : 940510 221432

Figure 2.7: A hadronic event recorded during the 1994 data taking period. It fulfills all

selection criteria described in the text. It contains an electron candidate in the upper

hemisphere, which can be recognized by the high narrow local maximum in the electro¬

magnetic calorimeter.
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2.2 Inclusive Lepton Selection

A standard method to identify b quarks is to look for leptons with a high momentum and

a high transverse momentum with respect to the direction of the jet associated to this

lepton. Due to the high mass of the b quark, leptons from semileptonic 6-decays tend

to have a significantly higher transverse momentum with respect to the flight direction

of the decaying particle than leptons originating from decays of lighter particles. The

flight direction of the decaying particle is approximated through the direction of the jet
associated to the lepton. This is the jet with the smallest angle to the lepton candidate.

The jets are constructed from calorimetric clusters using the JADE algorithm [72, 73]
with a y-cut of 0.01. Due to the harder fragmentation of b quarks with respect to lighter
quarks, the leptons from semileptonic 6-decays also have a harder momentum spectrum.

Only electrons and muons are considered here. Their selection is described in the two

following subsections.

2.2.1 Electron identification

The characteristic signature of an electron in L3 is the combination of a track with a

narrow shower in the BGO crystal calorimeter. This leads to the following criteria (see
figures 2.8 and 2.10):

• The calorimeter cluster must contain at least 10 crystals with at least 2 MeV per

crystal.

• Electromagnetic showers, as produced by electrons and photons, are narrow. To

quantify this, the ratio E9/E25 is used, where Eg is the energy deposited in the 3 by
3 matrix of crystals around the most energetic one, and E25 is the energy in the 5 by
5 matrix. This ratio is required to be greater than 0.95. This cut rejects hadrons,
which produce a broader and deeper shower.

• The BGO cluster must be matched to a track from the inner tracker. The azimuthal

angle between the shower center and the impact point on the BGO of the track

extrapolated from the TEC must be less than 5 mrad. No meaningful requirement
can be set on the polar angle, since the TEC has a poor resolution in polar angle.

• The electron energy measured in the electromagnetic calorimeter should also be in

agreement with the track transverse momentum measured in the TEC. Electron

candidates are required to fulfill

1 1

EBGO • sin 9BGO pt

< 0.072 GeV-1

The inverse transverse momentum is used because the error on l/pt does not depend
on the track momentum.

Electrons deposit normally their whole energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter

and give no signal in the hadronic calorimeter. The energy deposit in the hadronic

calorimeter in a 7° cone around the BGO bump is required to be less than 3 GeV.
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Nr Crystals E9/E25

a) b)

Figure 2.8: Variables used for the electron selection: a) number of crystals in the BGO

cluster; b) ratio Jk- as defined in the text. The dots show the data and the histogram
show the MC prediction. The dashed histograms show the distributions for true electrons

in MC. The arrows indicate the cut values described in the text. The MC distributions

are normalized to the number of candidates in data.
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a) b)

Figure 2.9: Variables used for the electron selection: a) difference in transverse energy

between the BGO cluster and the TEC track; b) difference in azimuthal angle between

the BGO cluster and the TEC track. The dots show the data and the histograms show

the MC prediction. The dashed histograms show the distributions for true electrons in

MC. The arrows indicate the cut values described in the text. The MC distributions are

normalized to the number of candidates in data.
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HCAL energy in 7° cone [GeV]

Figure 2.10: HCAL energy in a 7° degree cone around the electron candidates. The dots

show the data and the histograms show the MC prediction. The dashed histograms show

the distributions for true electrons in MC. The arrow indicate the cut value described in

the text. The MC distributions are normalized to the number of candidates in data.
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Figure 2.11: Number of p and z segments for the muon candidates.

• The energy of the BGO bump must be greater that 3 GeV and the transverse

momentum of the electron candidate with respect to the associated jet is required

to be greater than 1 GeV. The electron candidate is not included in the jet for

the transverse momentum calculation. These cuts increase the fraction of 6-events

in the sample. The momentum and transverse momentum spectra of the selected

electron candidates are shown in Figure 2.14 a) and b).

In Figures 2.8 to 2.10, all cuts are applied except the one on the shown quantity. After

applying all above requirements, 13'840 electrons are selected in 1994 and 1995. The

electron purity of the sample, the fraction of true electrons among all electron candidates,

is estimated from Monte Carlo and it amounts to 92%. It improves further to 97% after

the secondary vertex reconstruction.

2.2.2 Muon identification

The identification of muons in L3 relies on the reconstruction of a track in the muon

spectrometer. Since the muon has to be used also for vertexing purposes in the present

analysis, it has to be associated to a track in the inner tracking system. The following

requirements are thus applied on muon candidates:

• Only tracks from the barrel muon system are considered. They have to be recon¬

structed in at least two out of the three rcj) layers and in at least one of the z

layers. These quality requirements on the muon track ensure a good momentum
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(b) for the muon candidates. The MC distributions are normalized to the number of

muon candidates in data.
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measurement. Figure 2.11 shows the number of r<f> and z segments used for muon

candidates in data and Monte Carlo. The number of used segments is smaller in

data for both r<ß and z. This could be due to an incorrect simulation of the muon

chambers efficiency in Monte Carlo. However this only affects the momentum and

angular resolution, which is of no concern for this analysis.

• The muon track must point back to the interaction point. The track distance to

the average collision point should be less than three times its error in the r0-plane
and at most 300mm, and less than four times its error and at most 400mm along
the beam direction. The average errors on the transverse and longitudinal distances

are 40mm and 50mm, respectively. They are dominated by the multiple scattering
of the muon in the calorimeters. The distributions of the muon track distance to

the interaction region and its error in r</> and z are shown in Figures 2.12 and 2.13,

respectively. The agreement is good.

• The track in the muon chamber has to match a track in the inner tracking system.

• As for the electrons, cuts on momentum and transverse momentum with respect

to the associated jet are set to increase the 6-purity. The muon momentum is

required to be greater than 4 GeV and the transverse momentum with respect to

the associated jet has to be greater than 1 GeV. The momentum and transverse

momentum spectra of the selected muons are shown in Figure 2.14.

After applying all these requirements, 27'418 muons are selected in 1994 and 1995. The

muon purity of the sample, again determined from Monte Carlo, is 90%. It increases to

96% after the secondary vertex requirement.

The momentum and transverse momentum spectra of the selected electron and muon

candidates are shown in Figure 2.14, together with the MC prediction. There is in general
a good agreement between data and Monte Carlo. The b purity of the inclusive lepton

sample is 84%.

2.3 Proper time reconstruction

In addition to their high mass and hard fragmentation, B hadrons are also characterized

through their long lifetime. At LEP energies, they fly on average about 3 mm before

decaying. Their decay vertex is therefore normally significantly displaced from the primary
interaction point. The identification of secondary decay vertices is thus a powerful tool

to tag the presence of b quarks.
This section describes the procedure to reconstruct secondary vertices, which is ap¬

plied to the inclusive lepton sample obtained after the selection described in the previous
section. The aim of reconstructing decay vertices is twofold for this analysis: on one side,
it provides a very pure sample of Z —> bb events; on the other side, it gives a measurement

of the proper time of the B hadron at decay. This will be used in the next chapters to

study a time dependent property of neutral B mesons. The proper time reconstruction is

done in severals steps:
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Figure 2.14: Momentum and transverse momentum to the associated jet for all selected

electron and muon candidates in data (dots) and Monte Carlo. The MC distributions are

split into various contributions depending on the origin of the lepton (see section 2.4).
The MC distributions are normalized to the number of lepton candidates found in data.
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1. Determination of the position and size of the interaction region of the two colliding
LEP beams. It is used as constraint for the primary vertex position.

2. Reconstruction of the primary event vertex.

3. Reconstruction of a decay vertex in the lepton jet and of a second decay vertex in

the other hemisphere. The latter is required only to increase the b purity of the

sample.

4. The decay length is obtained by taking the distance between the primary and sec¬

ondary vertices. Both are calculated only in the plane transverse to the beam

direction. The polar angle of the B hadron momentum is approximated through the

polar angle of the associated jet.

5. The decay length is related to the proper time through a boost factor proportional
to the B hadron momentum. In this analysis, an average momentum is assumed for

all events.

Before describing these steps in detail, we will introduce the L3 parametrization of charged
tracks and describe the impact parameter resolution of the L3 tracking system.

2.3.1 Parametrization of charged tracks in L3

The trajectory of a charged particle in an homogeneous magnetic field is a helix curling
around the direction of the field. To describe a helix in space, five parameters are neces¬

sary. The L3 coordinate system is a right handed cartesian system. The z axis is parallel
to the beam direction and it points to the flight direction of the electron beam. The x and

y axis describe the plane transverse to the beam direction. The horizontal x axis points
to the center of the LEP ring and the vertical y axis points upwards. The magnetic field

is parallel to the positive z axis. The motion of a charged particle can thus be regarded
as the superposition of a circular motion in the xy plane with a constant drift along the

z direction. The track parameters are given with respect to a specific reference point

(xr, yr,zr) which is normally set to the position of the interaction region in the detector.

Three parameters describe the circular track trajectory in the xy plane (see figure 2.15):

• C: the signed curvature of the track. It is positive if the particle has a positive

charge and negative if the charge is negative. Since the magnetic field points in

the direction of the z axis, positive (negative) curvature corresponds to (counter)
clockwise rotation in the xy plane.

• (f): the azimuthal angle of the track momentum at the point of closest approach to

the reference point.

• S: the signed distance of closest approach (DCA) to the reference point. The sign
of S is such that the coordinates of the point of closest approach (xq, yo) are given
by:

Xq — Xr = —5 SUH

Vq-Vt = +à COS i

> => 5 = — (x0 — xr) sin</> + (yo ~ Vt) cos<
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(xr, yr )

Figure 2.15: Track parametrization in the xy plane: (xc,yc) are the coordinates of the

center of the circle defined by the track trajectory and R is the radius of this circle. The

other parameters are described in the text.

The transverse momentum pt in the xy plane, expressed in GeV, is related to the track

curvature through:

0.0003 • B
. .

Pt =
ç

(2-1)

where B is the magnetic field in Tesla and C is the track curvature in mm"1.

Two parameters describe the particle trajectory in the sz plane, where s is the arc

length of the track in the xy plane:

• tan A: the slope in the sz plane, j^. It is constant for a give track and it is directly
related to the polar angle 9 of the momentum vector p = (px,Py,Pz)'-

, , Pz 1
tan A =

VpI + Pi tanö

• z0: the z position of the track at the point of closest approach in the xy plane.

2.3.2 Track selection for the decay length reconstruction

The following quality requirements are set on the tracks used for the reconstruction of

the primary and secondary vertices:

• At least 25 hits should be included in the track fit and the track span, defined as

the number of anode wires between the first and the last wires used in the track fit,
should be greater than 34.

• The track transverse momentum has to be greater than 200 MeV.

• The absolute value of the track DCA has to be smaller than 10 mm.
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Figure 2.16: Number of tracks per event passing the quality requirements described in

section 2.3.2.

The number of selected tracks per event is shown in figure 2.16 for data and Monte Carlo

for all selected hadronic events with SMD in operation. It is slightly higher for Monte

Carlo: 15.74 tracks are selected in average for data and 16.02 tracks for Monte Carlo.

2.3.3 Impact parameter resolution

Two sources are contributing to the uncertainty on the DCA, 8, of a track with respect

to a fixed point. The first is the intrinsic detector resolution and the second is the

multiple scattering of charged particles in the Coulomb field of nuclei. Since the multiple

scattering contribution is strongly momentum dependent, the two contributions can be

studied separately with the help of Bhabha and dimuon events on one side, and hadronic

events on the other side.

e+e and

Intrinsic impact parameter resolution

The detector resolution can be determined by looking at the tracks from Z

Z —y p+pi~ events. The multiple scattering is negligible for these high momentum tracks

and a deviation of the observed DCA from the true value is dominated by the detector

resolution. The resolution can be measured by the distribution of the distance between

the two back to back tracks at the interaction point. Since both tracks are known to

come from the same vertex, the width of this distribution depends only on the detector

resolution. With the DCA sign convention used in L3, the distance at which the two
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Figure 2.17: Distribution of the sum of the two DCA's, <5i + <52, for Bhabha events in 1994,
scaled by a factor \j\[2. The width of this distribution is the intrinsic impact parameter
resolution of the detector. The dots show the data and the line shows a superimposed fit

with two Gaussians. The width of the central Gaussian is 26 pm and it contains 85 % of

the events.

tracks miss each other is the sum of the DCA's, 5X + 52. Since both tracks contribute

to the uncertainty of the sum, the intrinsic impact parameter resolution is equal to the

width of this distribution scaled by a factor ljy/2. This distribution is shown in figure 2.17

for Bhabha events in 1994. The distributions is fitted with two Gaussians. The central

Gaussian has a width of 26 pm and contains 85 % of the events.

Multiple scattering

A charged particle traversing a medium is deflected by many small angle scatters. Most

of the deflection is due to Coulomb scattering on the nuclei of the medium. The angular
deflection can in good approximation be described by a Gaussian distribution with a

width given by [10]:

„
13.6 MeV

e =
a

Z

pep

1 + 0.038 In
x

(2.2)
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Radius [mm] Thickness Material x/X0 [%]
Beam pipe 55.0 1.1mm Be 0.32

inner SMD layer 61.9 300/zm Si 0.33

SMD support tube 71.2-74.8 900//m C 0.96

outer SMD layer 77.4 300/mi Si 0.33

inner TEC wall 85.5 1.5mm Be 0.42

Table 2.1: Material contributing to multiple scattering in L3.

where p, ßc and z are the momentum, velocity and charge of the incident particle and

x/X0 is the thickness of the scattering medium in radiation lengths.
Multiple scattering is particularly significant for low momentum particles and it in¬

creases with the number of material radiation lengths to be traversed. Table 2.1 lists the

material that can contribute to multiple scattering of charged particles in front of the

tracking detectors of L3.

The contribution of multiple scattering on the impact parameter uncertainty can be

expressed as:

„MS

Ox =

B

Pt Vsin(9

b

Pt
(2.3)

The final approximation assumes an average polar angle 9 for all tracks. It will be used

here due to the poor TEC resolution in polar angle. The parameter b can be obtained

directly from data by studying the width of the impact parameter distribution as a func¬

tion of the track transverse momentum pt. The multiple scattering error is obtained by

fitting the os(pt) dependence with two parameters:

o5(pt) = a +

Pt
(2.4)

The l/pt term describes the multiple scattering contribution to the DCA width and

the constant term describes all other contributions. It is assumed that the multiple

scattering contribution is the only one that depends on the transverse momentum. Since

the multiple scattering error depends on the amount of material present in front of the

track measurement, it is expected to be different for tracks with different hit patterns in

the SMD. Three classes of tracks are distinguished:

1. Tracks that have a hit in the inner rcf> layer of the SMD in the fit. This is the case

for 63% of all tracks in the selected sample of hadronic events.

2. Tracks that have not been measured in the inner rcj) layer but only in the outer rep

layer. It is the case for 4% of all tracks.

3. Tracks with no SMD hit represent 33% of all tracks.

The fit is shown in figure 2.18 for the three track classes and values for the parameters a

and b are listed in table 2.2. All tracks passing the quality criteria described in section 2.3.2

have been used.
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Figure 2.18: Transverse momentum dependence of the impact parameter resolution: the

width of the DCA distribution is shown as a function of pt for the three track categories
defined in the text. The lines show the fit with the os(pt) function defined in (2.4) The

fitted parameters are given in table 2.2.

SMD hit pattern in rcj> fraction

[%]

a

[fj,m]

b

[pm • GeV]
inner rep hit

outer rcj) hit only
no SMD hit

63

4

33

140

161

563

105

180

247

Table 2.2: Multiple scattering error on DCA: the fitted parameters a and b from (2.4) for

three track categories. The fraction of tracks falling in each category is also given.

2.3.4 Determination of the beam spot position and size

The region where the two LEP beams collide is called the beam spot or interaction

region. It has the shape of a three dimensional ellipsoid and the density of e+e~ collisions

is approximately normally distributed around its center. The knowledge of its position
is very important for measurements based on lifetime information, as is the case for the

work presented here. Such measurements rely on a precise determination of the e+e~

interaction point, the primary event vertex. Since the primary vertex lies by definition

in the beam spot, the knowledge of the beam spot position can be used as a constraint

for the primary vertex. To determine how tight this constraint can be, two factors need

to be considered. On one side, it depends on the accuracy with which the position of

the beam spot can be determined. Since many events can be used for this purpose, the

statistical error can be made very small. On the other side, the size of the beam spot also
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determines the tightness of the constraint on the interaction point. Both the position and

size of the beam spot have therefore to be known. Their determination is described in

the following paragraphs. Both the position and the size of the beam spot are determined

only in xy for the present analysis.

Beam spot position

The beam spot position is determined by computing a common vertex for a set of tracks

from a group of consecutive hadronic events. The following quality cuts are applied to

the used tracks:

• The track transverse momentum pt with respect to the beam axis has to be greater
than 1 GeV.

• The track has to contain at least 15 hits.

• The ratio of the number of used hits to the number of anode wires between the first

and the last used wires has to be greater that 0.5.

• The fit probability has to be greater than 0.1%.

• The polar angle of the track has to lie between 45° and 135°.

The common vertex of these tracks is determined by finding the point which minimizes

the weighted sum of the track DCA's:

where 5j is the distance of closest approach of the i-th track to the vertex and agt is the

error on <^. The common vertex is found in an iterative procedure. First a common vertex

is found for all tracks passing the above cuts. The tracks with \6\ > 1mm with respect
to the found point are removed and a new point is calculated with the remaining tracks.

This procedure is repeated until the shift of the vertex from one iteration to the next one

falls below 1 /im.

The choice of the number of events used for the determination of the beam spot

position is subject to two considerations:

• A large number of events, and hence of tracks, reduces the statistical error on the

mean interaction point position.

• The necessary time to collect the events should be small enough to follow possible
variations of the beam position. There are movements of the beam, in the form of

continuous shifts or even, a few times, of sudden jumps which can amount to more

than 100 //m. These are mostly due to orbit corrections of the LEP beam.

A good compromise combining reasonable statistical errors and a small enough time scale

was to take groups of 200 consecutive hadronic events. The average time interval enclosed

by these events is 16 minutes and some 1700 tracks were used in average to compute every
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beam position, referred to as 200 events vertex. The statistical errors on the calculated

mean interaction point is about 15 pm in x and 10 pm in y. The evolution of the beam

position, as measured by the 200 events vertices, is shown in figure 2.19 for some fills in

1994. These fills illustrate very well the fact that the beam spot position is significantly
more stable in y than in x. This is what is expected since the major aspects of beam

dynamics like acceleration, synchrotron radiation or dispersion of the beam energy happen
in the horizontal plane. This explains also that the horizontal size of the beam is larger
than the vertical one, as will be established in the next paragraph.

Beam spot size

The determination of the beam spot size is done with Bhabha and dimuon events. In these

events, a non zero measurement of the DCA 6 with respect to the beam spot center can

have only two origins: the detector resolution and the displacement of the event vertex

within the beam spot center. The multiple scattering contribution is negligible for the

high momentum tracks of these events. The DCA's 5Z (i = 1,2) of the two tracks in a

e+e_ —> e+e~ or e+e" —y p+p~ event can therefore be parametrized as:

S} = ^ + S.BS (2.5)
02 = 0r2 - 0BS

where 5n (i = 1,2) contains the resolution effects, and öBS is the distance between the

beam spot center and the event vertex. The first term would vanish if the detector

resolution were perfect and the second term would vanish for a point-like beam spot. The

variance of öri, o$ri, is the impact parameter resolution, while the variance of öBs, osBS,

corresponds to the beam spot size, which depends on the azimuthal angle cf> for an elliptic
beam spot. From equations (2.6), we can write:

ö1+ö2= Ôri + Ôr2 , ,

6i-52 = 5rl + 5r2 + 25BS

It follows for the variances:

o2(S1 + S2)=a2(5rl) + a2(Sr2)
o2 (S1 - 52) = a2(5rl) + a2(5r2) + 4a2(SBS)

{ZJ}

The beam spot width aBs = o2(5Bs) can then be written as:

_

g* (Sl + 52) - a2 (5, - 82)
GBS — ^ (A°J

On the other side, the beam spot width can be expressed in terms of its horizontal and

vertical components oBsiX and crss,y:

a (</>) = 4s,x sin2 cj) + a2 cos2 <j> (2.9)BSWJ
—

uBS,XaL1L V^uBS,y

The beam spot size is then determined in the following way.

1. The «/»-interval [0,7r] is divided in 12 intervals and the variances a2 (ôi ± ö2) are

determined for each bin by fitting a single Gaussian to the ô% ± 52 distributions.
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Figure 2.19: Evolution of the 200 events vertices for four fills in 1994. The upper plot
shows the horizontal beam position and the lower shows the vertical position. The lines

are the average beam positions computed over the whole fill.
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Figure 2.20: Fit of the beam spot width for 1995 data. The procedure is described in the

text and the fit results are listed in table 2.3.

2. The beam spot width is calculated for each öi>-bin using equation (2.8).

3. The vertical and horizontal sizes of the beam spot are determined by fitting the

(/»-dependence of aBs using equation (2.9).

The fit is shown in Figure 2.20 for 1995 data and the results are listed in Table 2.3 for

1994 and 1995. The horizontal size of the beam spot is much larger than the vertical size

and it has therefore the shape of a flat ellipse in the xy plane. The difference between the

two years is due to a change in LEP optics between 1994 and 1995 [74].

Year OßS,x

[pm]
OßS,y

[pm]
1994

1995

128 ±1

147 ±1

22 ±1

23 ±1

Table 2.3: Horizontal and vertical sizes of the beam spot in 1994 and 1995.

2.3.5 Primary Vertex

The knowledge of the beam spot position constrains the primary event vertex to within

120 — 150 /im in x and 20 pm in y. The small vertical size of the beam spot is an excellent

constraint which can hardly be improved on an event by event basis. The knowledge of

the horizontal position of the primary vertex can however be improved by using only the

tracks of the corresponding event. The vertical position of the event vertex is therefore

fixed to the beam spot y position. The horizontal position is determined in an iterative
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Figure 2.21: Number of tracks used for the primary vertex reconstruction for data and

Monte Carlo (all flavour).

procedure by minimizing the following sum:

xS>, = yj 4 +
<^ - x^2

(2.10)
j

aSl °BS,x

where X2oo is the horizontal position of the 200-events vertex. The DCA values of all

tracks are recalculated to the found vertex after each iteration. The selected lepton is

excluded from the primary vertex since it is supposed to come from a semileptonic 6-decay.

Only tracks fulfilling the quality requirements described in section 2.3.2 are used. The

iterative procedure goes as follows:

1. The beam spot position X2oo is used as starting point for the first iteration.

2. All tracks with an absolute value of the DCA significance, \ô/og\, greater than 3 are

rejected and the vertex is calculated with the remaining tracks.

3. If the shift between the found vertex and the one from the previous iteration is

greater than 3 pm and the number of iterations is smaller than 10, step 2 is executed

again. The primary vertex determination is considered successful if the iteration

converged and there are at least 3 tracks remaining for its reconstruction.

A primary vertex is successfully reconstructed for 95% of all events in data and 94% in

Monte Carlo. The mean number of tracks used for reconstructing the primary vertex,
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Figure 2.22: Difference between the reconstructed and the generated primary vertex hor¬

izontal position: a) for MC udsc events; b) for MC b events. The distributions are fitted

with a sum of two Gaussians. The six fit parameters are: fraction of the first Gaussian,
center of the first Gaussian, variance of the first Gaussian, center of the second Gaussian,
variance of the second Gaussian and total normalization.

as shown in Figure 2.21, is 7.57 in data and 7.53 in MC. The difference between the

reconstructed and the true primary vertex position is shown in Figure 2.22 for udsc and b

events in MC. Both distributions are fitted with a sum of two Gaussians. The width of the

central Gaussian is 29/xm for udsc events and 42pm for b events. The tails are also more

important for b events: the central Gaussian contains 63% of all events for udsc events

and 49% for b events. The resolution is somewhat worse for b events for two reasons. On

one side, the average number of tracks used for the primary vertex is lower for b events,
7.3 against 8.7 for udsc events. On the other side, and this is more important, there are

more secondary decay tracks in b events and these are sometimes wrongly assigned to the

primary vertex.

2.3.6 Secondary Vertex

Once the primary vertex is reconstructed, an attempt is made to reconstruct the &-decay
vertex in the jet associated to the lepton. This is done again in an iterative procedure
with a x2-fit- The x and y positions of the decay vertex are left completely free. The

only constraint is that the lepton has always to be included in the secondary vertex,
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Run # 555305 Event # 629 Total Energy 89.12 GeV

Transverse Imbalance : 0256 Longitudinal Imbalance : -0156

Thrust : 9688 Major : 1089 Minor : 1055

Event DAQTime: 940702 1 03924

Figure 2.23: View of the vertex region of an event with two reconstructed secondary
vertices recorded by L3 in 1994.

whether it fulfills or not the requirements set to the other secondary vertex tracks. As

for the primary vertex, all used tracks have to meet the quality requirements described

in section 2.3.2. This is the only requirement which applies also to the lepton track. The

iteration proceeds as follows:

1. A common vertex is calculated for all tracks in the jet with an absolute value of the

DCA significance with respect to the primary vertex greater than 3.

2. The tracks with a DCA larger than 1 mm to the found vertex are dropped and a

vertex is computed with the remaining tracks.

3. If the shift between the new and the previous vertex is greater than 3 /im and the

number of iterations is less than 7, step 2 is repeated. The fit is considered successful

if it has converged and there at least 2 tracks remaining.

4. Finally, the tracks with an absolute value of the DCA significance between 2 and 3

with respect to the primary vertex are associated to whichever vertex is closer, and

the secondary vertex is recalculated if new tracks were added.

The two dimensional decay length, Lr^, is the distance in the r^-plane between the

reconstructed primary and secondary vertices. It gets a negative sign if the angle between
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Figure 2.24: Number of tracks used for the secondary vertex reconstruction in Data and

Monte Carlo.

the jet direction and the vector defined by the decay length is greater than 90°. Such

decay lengths are due to resolution effects. The decay length has to fulfill the following
quality requirements to be accepted:

1. The error on the decay length, olt</), has to be smaller than 1 mm; aL is computed
from the error matrices of the primary and secondary vertices.

2. The decay length significance Lr^/cri,rij) has to be greater than —3.

Figure 2.23 shows the vertex region of an event with two reconstructed decay vertices.

The distribution of the number of tracks used for the secondary vertex reconstruction is

shown in Figure 2.24. The agreement between data and Monte Carlo is good.
The reconstruction efficiency for the decay length is 46.4% for data events and 47.5%

in MC. The requirement for a secondary vertex is a good tag for 6-events: a decay length
is reconstructed successfully for 54% of all 6-events, but only for 17% of all udsc-events.

The reconstruction efficiency is shown in Figure 2.25 as a function of the generated proper

time for Monte Carlo 6-events. It drops significantly for small decay lengths, where the

secondary and primary vertices are close together and therefore difficult to distinguish.
The three dimensional decay length, L, is obtained by using the polar angle of the

corresponding jet, 9jet:

L =

±JT

sinö
3 et

(2.11)

The difference of the reconstructed to the true decay length is shown in Figure 2.26 for MC

6-events. It is biased to positive values, which is due to the fact that the secondary vertex

reconstruction procedure does not try to distinguish direct products of the B hadron decay
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Figure 2.25: Secondary vertex reconstruction efficiency as function of the generated proper

time for MC b events.

from particles coming from the subsequent decay of the D hadron, containing the c quark,

as illustrated in Figure 2.27.

2.3.7 B momentum

The decay length is related to the decay time r of the B hadron in its center of mass

frame through a boost factor:

L = 7/5cr = — (2.12)
mB

The momentum of the B hadron is therefore needed to translate the decay length mea¬

surement into a lifetime measurement. In this analysis, an average momentum is assumed

for all events. The best proper time resolution is obtained by setting:

PB = 0.85 -Pbeam

This can be seen in Figure 2.29 where the mean difference between the reconstructed

and the generated proper time and the variance of this difference are shown as a function

of the fraction of the beam energy assigned to the B hadron. This value corresponds to

the maximum of the fragmentation function and it lies higher than the average value of

pB, as shown in Figure 2.28. This small bias to higher momenta corrects the bias for too

high decay lengths due to the inclusion of the D decay vertex in the secondary vertex.

The distribution of the difference between the reconstructed and the true proper time

is shown in Figure 2.30 for MC b events. It is fitted with a sum of three Gaussians.

The fitted widths, mean values and relative fractions of the three Gaussians are listed in

table 2.4.
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Figure 2.28: Momentum spectrum of B hadrons in MC. The solid line shows the Peterson

fragmentation function. The arrows indicate the mean value and the value used for all

events in this analysis, 0.85£'|;)eam.

fraction Mean Variance

[PS] [PS]
0.503 ±0.015 0.008 ±0.005 0.338 ±0.007

0.408 ±0.013 -0.037 ±0.012 0.997 ±0.025

0.09 ±0.02 2.19 ±0.14 3.32 ±0.09

Table 2.4: Parameters of three Gaussian fit to the decay time resolution distribution in

Figure 2.30.
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Figure 2.30: Proper time resolution for MC b events in the selected sample: the histogram
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the generated one, rgen. The distribution is fitted with a sum of three Gaussians. The

solid line shows the fit result. The fractions, mean values and variances of the three

Gaussians are listed in table 2.4.
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1994±1995 MC

Luminosity (50 + 30) pb_i -

Number of hadrons 1797404 4413786

Leptons:
electrons:

muons:

41258

13840

27418

119259

40904

78355

Primary Vertex

Secondary Vertex

Secondary Vertex in other hemisphere

39034

18130

9479

112636

53498

26734

Table 2.5: Number of events after the different steps of the selection.

The proper time resolution is not constant with time. It gets worse for higher lifetimes.

This is seen by deriving the proper time resolution ar from equation (2.12). It is the

quadratic sum of two terms:

ov
mB

Pb
-ol

VpB_

Pb

T

For this reason, the proper time resolution is parametrized for 11 different bins of the

generated proper time. These functions are used to describe the resolution in the likelihood

fit in the next chapter.

2.4 Sample composition

The number of events passing the different steps of the selection is summarized in table 2.5

for both data and Monte Carlo. All events in the final sample contain:

• an electron or a muon with a high momentum and transverse momentum with

respect to the associated jet,

• a reconstructed secondary vertex in the jet of the selected lepton,

• a second secondary vertex in the opposite hemisphere.

The goal of the selection described above was to select semileptonic decays of B hadrons,
thus primarily decays of the kind (see fig. 2.31a):

b -> cl~vt
b —y ct+vi (2.13)

These decays are particularly interesting for the present analysis because the charge of

the lepton is unambiguously related to the quark charge at decay time: a b quark gives a

negative lepton, while b gives a positive one. This is however not exactly true for all leptons
in the selected sample, since some of them come from other sources than semileptonic b

decays:
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a) b^rl h)b^yc^£

c) b d) b -> t -+ I

Figure 2.31: Main lepton sources in Z —y bb events and charge correlations between the

lepton and the decaying b quark. The correct charge is defined by graph a).
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Event type Fraction Wrong charge probability
b -y £ (including b -y r —>• £) 0.818 0.008

6 -> c -) £ and b -> c ->• £ 0.123 0.861

fake £ in ô&-events 0.036 0.286

cc-events 0.016 -

uü, dd and ss-events 0.005 -

Table 2.6: Composition of the sample and wrong charge factors for the various event

types.

• The lepton may come from a cascade decay b —y c —y £, in which the c quark

produced in the b decay decays semileptonically (see Fig. 2.31b). The lepton has

then the opposite charge charge with respect to the one expected from a direct

semileptonic b decay.

• The lepton may also originate from the cascade decay b —y c —y £, where c is a decay

product of the W boson emitted in the b decay (see Fig. 2.31c). The lepton charge
in this case is the same as in the direct semileptonic b decay.

• The b quark may decay to a r lepton, which may in turn decay semileptonically to

an electron or a muon, as shown in Figure 2.31d. These electrons and muons carry

the same charge than the one of a lepton from a prompt b —y £ decay.

• Some of the lepton candidates are fake. They are hadrons.

• A small fraction of the events are not Z —y bb events. The biggest fraction of these

events are Z —> cc events.

The momentum and transverse momentum spectra of the selected leptons are shown in

Figure 2.14 together with the MC expectation. The different components of the MC are

also shown. The good agreement between data and MC in these spectra allows to extract

the sample composition from Monte Carlo with some confidence. The fractions of the

different event types are listed in table 2.6.

Table 2.6 also gives the probabilities for finding a lepton with the "wrong" charge for

reasons other than mixing. The "correct" charge is defined by the lepton charge in the

semileptonic b or b decays in (2.13). The charge may be wrong due to misreconstruction

of the track charge in the tracking system, or because the lepton candidate is not a lepton
from a semileptonic b decay. The lepton charge is determined from the curvature of

the corresponding TEC track for electrons and muons and the wrong charge factors are

therefore not significantly different for electron and muon candidates.
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Chapter 3

Measurement of B j-B j oscillations

3.1 The Principle of the Measurement

This chapter presents the measurement of time dependent B^-BjJ oscillations. As seen in

chapter 1, the phenomenon of B^-B^ mixing implies that a B meson may be found in the

charge conjugate (mixed) state with respect to its state at production, and the mixing

probability oscillates in time with a frequency proportional to the mass splitting Amd
between the two mass eigenstates of the B°-E^ system. This mixing probability can be

directly measured by studying the number of mixed decays as a function of time. This

measurement requires therefore three main ingredients:

• The identification of the produced state. This is equivalent to the determination of

the initially produced quark (b or 6).

• The identification of the state at decay. One has again to find out whether a b or b

quark was present in the decaying B meson.

• The measurement of the B meson proper time at decay. It has been described in

the previous chapter.

The decay state is determined by the charge of a lepton from semileptonic b decays. The

leptons selected in the previous chapter are used for this aim. As explained in section 2.4,
a positive lepton indicates a b quark, while a negative lepton indicates a b quark. It has

however to be taken into account that not all selected leptons are coming from direct

semileptonic b decays and that some of them are showing the wrong charge.
Two different methods are used in this thesis to determine the produced state. The

first one, the jet charge method, tries to reconstruct the charge of the initial quark by

summing up all track charges in the two event hemispheres. In the second method, the

Same Side Tag method, a charged pion from the primary vertex is used to determine

whether a b or a b quark was initially produced.
The event selection described in chapter 3 lead to a very pure sample of Z —y bb events.

The b quarks may however hadronize to all possible types of B hadrons, not only to B°d,
and this has also to be taken into account. In particular there are two kinds of B hadrons

which mix, the two neutral mesons B°d and B°. The effects of B^ and B°s oscillations can
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be disentangled by observing the time dependent mixing probability since they have two

well separated oscillation frequencies.

3.2 The Lepton-Jet Charge Method

3.2.1 Jet Charge reconstruction

In hadronic Z decays, two back to back quarks with opposite electric charges are produced
and they both hadronize into a jet of particles. Using a simple fragmentation model, Field

and Feynman [75] suggested that the initial quark charge could be reconstructed by the

total charge of the corresponding jet. They showed that the mean total charge of a quark

jet is determined by the initial quark charge. They did a simulation to determine which

is the most reliable measurement of the quark charge, and found that the lowest charge
confusion is obtained by defining the jet charge as a weighted sum of charges:

<fe<=Çf (3.1)

with weight:

Wi=p\\ (3.2)

where ql is the charge of the z-th track in the hemisphere and p\\ is the particle momentum

projection on the quark axis.

The jet charge is used here to determine whether the primary quark in the lepton jet
is a b or a b quark. For this aim, the flight direction of the initial quark-antiquark pair is

approximated through the thrust axis. The thrust is defined as:

T = max (3.3)

where pi are the particle momenta and n is the unit vector which maximizes T; it defines

the thrust axis. This quantity expresses the direction and the spread of the momentum

flow.

The event is divided into two hemispheres through the plane normal to the thrust

vector and a charge is calculated for each hemisphere using equation (3.1). To be included

in the jet charge calculation, a track has to fulfill the following requirements:

• The track transverse momentum has to lie between 500 MeVand 50 GeV.

• The track has to contain at least 10 hits and its span has to be at least 20.

• The track DCA to the beam spot center has to be smaller than 20 mm.

These requirements are softer than those used for the reconstruction of the primary and

secondary vertex (see section 2.3.2), to ensure that as many tracks as possible are in¬

cluded in the jet charge reconstruction. The number of tracks used for the jet charge
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Figure 3.1: Number of tracks used for the jet charge determination per hemisphere.

reconstruction per hemisphere is shown in figure 3.1. It agrees well between data and

Monte Carlo.

The track weight in equation (3.2) proposed by Field and Feynman assumes a perfect

charge reconstruction for all tracks and has to be slightly modified to take detector in-

homogeneities and resolution effects into account. To obtain a good reliability, a smaller

weight should be assigned to tracks that are more likely to be assigned the wrong charge.
This leads to the following expression for the track weight:

w, = C(<f>) ä (3.4)

The function C(cj>) describes the probability for correct charge assignment. It depends on

the local coordinate of the track in a TEC sector. The charge confusion is expected to be

higher close to the anode and cathode planes. It can be studied directly from data using
dimuon and bhabha events. Defining c+ and c_ as the probabilities for wrong charge
assignment for positive and negative tracks, respectively, the number of events with two

positive, two negative and opposite sign tracks are:

N

(3.5)

= iVtoic_(l-c+)
= Ntot c+(l - c_)
= Ntot [c+c_ + (l-c+)(l-c_)]

with Ntot = N+++N +Ar+_. The values for c+ and c_ are extracted from equations (3.5)
by determining A^++, N and N+_ in data as a function of the track position in a TEC

++

iV__

N+-
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Strack "dinner anode1 [radl

Figure 3.2: Charge confusion probability for 45 GeV tracks as a function of the track

angle to the anode wire of the corresponding inner TEC sector. The dashed line indicates

the position of the outer anodes. The outer cathodes are located at 0 and 7r/12. The

inner anodes are at 0 and the inner cathodes at 7r/12.

sector. Figure 3.2 shows a fit to the average of the charge confusions c+ and c_. The charge
confusion is larger close to the inner sector anodes (Acf> = \<ptrack — fan. anode] — 0) and

cathodes (Acp — 7r/12) and close to the outer sector anodes (Acp = -/r/24). The asymmetry
between the regions Acp < 7r/24 and Acp > tt/24 is due to the different distances of the

two regions to the inner anodes. The power re in equation (3.4) expresses the momentum

dependence of the charge confusion. It should be smaller than 1 if the charge confusion

increases with increasing momentum and higher than 1 in the opposite case. In fact,
the error on the curvature does not depend on the track transverse momentum. As a

consequence, the sign of the curvature, and thus the track charge, is less significant for

small absolute values of the curvature, that is for tracks with high transverse momentum.

One expects therefore a value of k smaller than unity. The optimal value is obtained by
studying the fraction of correctly tagged events in a MC sample in dependence of k. As

shown in figure 3.3, the best value is found to be k = 0.4, which is smaller than unity as

expected.

Since there are two primary quarks and they have opposite charges, both hemisphere
charges can be used to determine the initial state on the lepton side: a primary b quark
on the lepton side can be either tagged by a negative jet charge in the lepton hemisphere
or by a positive jet charge in the opposite hemisphere. The only relevant information is

on which side of the event is the more charged jet. Instead of using only the charge of

a single hemisphere, one can use the difference of the two hemisphere charges as tagging
variable. The lepton hemisphere deserves however a special treatment since it contains the

lepton used for tagging the state of the B meson at decay. The use of this lepton could

result in an important correlation between the lepton and the hemisphere charge, and

therefore between the jet charge and the mixing, since the lepton has a high momentum.
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Figure 3.3: Jet Charge reliability as a function of the power k in equation (3.4).

To decrease this correlation the momentum dependence of the weight is eliminated by

setting k = 0 for the lepton hemisphere. The tagging variable is thus:

Q2jet — Qopposite
OK==0

lepton (3.6)

where Q^ppofite *s the jet charge of the opposite hemisphere calculated according to equa¬

tions (3.1) and (3.4) using k = 0.4, and Q^on *s ^e Je^ charge of the hemisphere con¬

taining the lepton, calculated using k
— 0. The variable Q2jet is expected to be positive

if the primary quark in the lepton was b and negative if it was b.

The distribution of Q2jet is shown in figure 3.5 for b and b quarks. The tagging power

decreases for small values of |Q2jet| arid it completely vanishes if Q2jet — 0. Events

with small values of |Q2jet| are therefore rejected to increase the separation power of the

method. The optimal value for the cut on |Q2jet| is obtained in the following way:

A cut value Qcut is chosen and all events with |Q2jet| < Qcut are rejected.

• The number of correctly and incorrectly tagged events Ncorrect and Nmcorrect is de¬

termined. An event is considered to be tagged correctly if Q2jet • Qquark > 0, where

Qquark is the charge of the initial b or b quark in the lepton hemisphere. The jet
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Figure 3.4: Jet charge efficiency and reliability as a function of the cut on \Q2jet\-

charge reliability and efficiency r and e are then defined as:

N,
correct

N, N,

e =
correct i -1'incorrect

(3.7)
+ 'correct ~r -L'incorrect ^no cut

where Nnocut is the total number of events before any cut on Q2jet-

• The optimal cut value is determined by finding the value of Qcut that maximizes

the statistical significance S, which depends on the reliability and efficiency:

S = (2r- l)y/i.

The jet charge reliability and efficiency are shown in figure 3.4 as a function of Qcut- The

best statistical significance is obtained by requiring:

\Q2jet\ > 0.12 (3.8)

It gives a reliability of 72% for unmixed events and 67% for mixed events 1, at an efficiency
of 73%. After this cut, 8707 events are selected.

1 An event is called mixed here if the B meson in the lepton hemisphere mixed.
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Figure 3.5: (a) The variable Q2jet is shown for all b events in MC (empty histogram) and

separately for events where the initial quark on the lepton side is a b quark (vertically
hatched histogram) or a b quark (horizontally hatched histogram), (b) the jet charge
reliability, defined as the fraction of events with correctly tagged initial flavour, is shown

as a function of Q2jet- The vertical lines show the excluded region at low reliability.
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3.2.2 The fitting procedure

For each selected event, a proper decay time and two charges, the lepton and the jet

charge, have been determined. The events are then classified in like sign and unlike sign

events, depending on whether the lepton and the jet charge have same or opposite sign.
In the absence of mixing, one expects that the lepton and the jet charge have opposite

signs.

An unbinned maximum likelihood fit is used to extract the oscillation frequency Amd.
This method assigns a likelihood to each event. It expresses the probability to measure a

like or unlike sign event with the reconstructed time. A total likelihood is constructed as

the product of all event likelihoods:

E> — W £hke(ti) J_l_ £unhke(tj) (3-9)
like sign events unlike sign events

where t% is the reconstructed decay time of the i-th event in the sample. The product
is divided into two parts since the likelihood is different for like and unlike sign events.

The likelihood functions depend on many parameters and in particular on the oscillation

frequency Amd. The likelihood fit consists in finding the value of Amd which maximizes

the total likelihood C In practice, instead of maximizing the likelihood C, one actually
minimizes the function — ln£, for reasons of numerical simplicity. The function minimiza¬

tion is done with the MINUIT package [76]. The construction of the likelihood function

is given in detail in the next paragraph.

The likelihood function

The necessary ingredients to construct the likelihood function are given in the following
list:
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Fbh Fbci, Fbfk, Fc, Fuds : The fractions of the various event types in the sample

fd,fs ' The fraction of Bd and B°s mesons in all 6-jets.

e(t) : The proper time reconstruction efficiency

R(t, t') : The proper time resolution function. It is defined as

the probability to measure the reconstructed time t if

the true proper decay time is t'.

Wbi,wbci,wbfk ' The probabilities for finding a lepton with the

"wrong" charge for reasons other than mixing.

P^lt, PïJeT ' The reliability of the jet charge reconstruction in

^-flavoured events with and without mixing.

Amd, Ams : The oscillation frequencies for Bd and B° mesons.

rd,Tu,Ts,T\b : The lifetimes for Bd, B+, B° and A&.

rb : The average ^-lifetime.

The indices used above refer to the following event types:

bl

bel

bfk
c

uds

b —» £
,
b -y t -+ I

b-^c^£-,b^c-y£-andb^J/ip-^ £'£+

fake leptons in b events

cc-events.

uü, dd and ss-events.

The likelihood functions for like and unlike sign events are then:

mix

unm

ymiX\

jet)

CUke(t) = Rmx(t)(l-P^) + Wmx(t)P
+ Runm(t)(l - P) + W1"1^)*^

+ FcWcQc(t)

< "uds'^udsWudsKJ')

Cunlike(t) = RmiX(t)P^ + WmiX(t)(l-P^

+ Runm(t)P^ + Wunm(t)(l - Pff)
+ Fc(l - wc)Qc(t)

+ Fuds(l - wuds)Quds(t)

where Qc(t) and Quds(t) are the reconstructed normalized decay time distributions of

Monte Carlo c-flavoured and light-quark events; wc and wuds denote the probabilities of

like-sign combination in c-flavoured and light-flavoured events. Rmix(t) and Runmix^ are

the probabilities to find, at proper time t, a lepton with the "right" sign of charge (the
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sign expected from the primordial quark decay without mixing) in a mixed or unmixed

event, respectively. They are expressed as

Rmix(t) = Eje^bc^bfkyFjW^t),
R—(t) = Z^bCbfkyFAl-WiWV+m)

[ j

The "wrong" sign probabilities Wmix(t) and Wunmix(t) are obtained from equations 3.10

by exchanging w3 and (1 — Wj). M(t) and U(t) are the probabilities to find a mixed or un¬

mixed neutral B meson at a reconstructed time t while D(t) is that of the other b-hadrons

to decay at a reconstructed time t. These probabilities are obtained by convoluting the

theoretical probabilities with the resolution function R(t,t')\

„,, . v—v
,

f°° e(t') 1 i_ 1 — cosAmmt' _. ,. , ,

M(t) = Y, fm 4r —e Tm ö——WJ)M>

me{d,s}
Jo iVm Tm Z

m = £ /- f f1 -— 1+C0S2Ammt' m, f) m ,

c j -i t/ (J Tïï T7Ï

D(t) = Y, fnre-^-e-^R(t,t>)dt>.
ne{u, Ab}

The oscillation frequency Ams of B° mesons is fixed to 10 ps^1, thus assuming a large

mixing in the B°-B° system. This value corresponds to the actual experimental lower

limit on Ams [10]. The normalization factors Ni (i G {d, s, u, Ab}) are defined by the

requirements

00 f°° e(t') 1 _î!_
dt / dt' 4/ - e -• R(t, t') = l. (3.11)

-oo Jo Mi Ti

Only two out of the four 6-hadron fractions fa (i — u, d, s, Ab) are independent. Using
the normalization requirement Ei/i ~ 1 and assuming equal fractions for B^ and B+,
one can write:

fd = fu = \(l-ÎKb-fs) (3.12)

The fractions for B° and Ab taken from experiment [10]:

/, = (10.5 ±1.8)%

hb = (io.iri:l)%

The two remaining fractions are extracted using equation (3.12).

3.2.3 Fit and results

Nine parameters are allowed to vary in the fit to the data sample. The oscillation frequency
Amd and the jet charge reliability for unmixed events punmix are free whereas Gaussian

constraints are imposed on pmix^ Td, tu, ts, ta6, /a4 and fs. A gaussian constraint is also
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Parameter Constraint Fit result

Amd free 0.437 ± 0.060 ps"1
punmiX free 0.733 ±0.011

pmiX 0.670 ±0.030 0.679 ±0.029

Ab fraction (/AJ 0.087 ±0.029 0.089 ±0.025

B° fraction (fs) 0.102 ±0.016 0.101 ±0.016

rd 1.56 ± 0.06 ps 1.60 ± 0.05 ps

ru 1.62 ± 0.06 ps 1.64 ± 0.05 ps

ts 1.61 ± 0.10 ps 1.63 ± 0.10 ps

TH 1.14 ± 0.08 ps 1.11 ± 0.08 ps

n 1.549 ± 0.020 ps
—

Table 3.1: Fit result of the 8 parameter fit for the lepton Jet Charge method.

imposed on the mean fr-hadron lifetime rb = fdrd + fuTu + fs^s ± /a6ta6, requiring it to be

compatible with the world average value rb = 1.549 ± 0.020ps [10]. The uncertainties on

the 6-hadron fractions fa and lifetimes Tj are set to their experimental uncertainties [10].
The central value of PmïX is set to its Monte Carlo value. To estimate its uncertainty, the

data are fitted with Q^0'4 as tagging variable. This fit yields for the reliability of the jet

charge reconstruction in the opposite hemisphere Popp = 0.634 ±0.012 whereas the Monte

Carlo value is Pjff = 0.660 ± 0.005. The difference between these results is used as an

estimate of the uncertainty on Pmix.

The fit result is given in Table 3.1. The fit error on Amj given there is not purely
statistical. It also contains a contribution from the systematic uncertainties of the con¬

strained parameters in the fit. These and other sources of systematic errors are discussed

in the next section. The fraction of like sign events is shown in Figure 3.6 together with

the fit result.

3.2.4 Systematic uncertainties

All sources of systematic uncertainties are listed in Table 3.2 together with their contri¬

butions to the total error on Amd. The fit error on Amd includes the statistical error as

well as a contribution from systematic errors of the constrained parameters. To isolate

the purely statistical error, a one parameter fit to Amd with all constrained parameters
fixed to their fitted values is performed. It gives

Amd = 0.437 ± 0.043 (stat) ps_1

where the error is now statistical only. The systematic error on Amd from the fitted

parameters is obtained by subtracting in quadrature the statistical error from the error

of the multi-parameter fit. Its value is ±0.041 ps"1. The contribution of each fitted

parameter to this systematic error is estimated by the shift of the fitted value of Amd in

an eight-parameter fit in which the parameter under study is fixed to its fitted value plus
its fit error. Due to correlations between the fitted parameters, the sum in quadrature
of the contributions obtained in this way is larger that the total systematic error from
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Parameter Variation A(Amd) [ps"1]
Contribution from fitted parameters see table 3.3 ±0.041

cascade fraction (Fbd) Fc(l.±0.15) ±0.002

fakes fraction (Fbfk) ±30% ±0.001

cc fraction (/c) ±30% ±0.001

uds fraction (fuds) ±50% ±0.002

resolution ±25% ±0.009

B momentum ±0.015 ±0.006

Wbl ±30% ±0.001

Wbcl ±0.05 ±0.001

Wbfk ±0.10 ±0.001

Wc ±0.10 T0.002

Wuds ±0.10 ±0.004

Ams 8-20 ps"1 ±0.004

total ±0.044

Table 3.2: Summary of contributions to the systematic error on Amd using the lepton-jet

charge method.

Parameter A(Amd) [ps"1]
punmix ±0.037

pmix T-0.015

Ab fraction (/AJ ±0.004

B° fraction (fa) ±0.001

Td T0.002

ru ±0.004

Ts ±0.002

rAb ±0.002

n to.ooi

total ±0.041

Table 3.3: Contributions to the systematic error on Amd from the fitted parameters. The

values are scaled to yield the total systematic error if no correlation is assumed.

the fitted parameters calculated above. To illustrate the breakdown of the systematic

error, the assumption is made that the contribution of the various fitted parameters are

not correlated and they are scaled so that their sum in quadrature is equal to the total

systematic error from the fitted parameters obtained above. These scaled contributions

are listed in Table 3.3

The contributions to the systematic uncertainty from the fixed parameters in the fit

are estimated by the shift of the fitted Amd value in nine parameter fits in which the

parameter under study is shifted from its original value by its estimated uncertainty.
They are obtained as follows:
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• Fbci - The fraction of cascade decays is set to its Monte Carlo value and its uncer¬

tainty is estimated to be 15%.

• Fbfk - The uncertainty on the fraction of background leptons (misidentified hadrons)
is taken to be ±30%.

• FC!uds - The uncertainty on the fraction of c events is estimated to be ±30% and

±50% for light-quarks events.

• The contribution from the time resolution is estimated by varying the widths of the

resolution function by ±25%. This accounts for the width as well as for the shape
of the time resolution.

• Pb - The B momentum contribution is estimated by changing the average fraction

of the beam energy carried by the 6-hadrons by ±0.015. This corresponds to the

relative uncertainty of the average 6-hadron energy < Xpb > [40].

• wbi - The wrong charge factor for direct b —» £ decays is varied within ±30%, which

corresponds to a conservative estimate of the charge confusion uncertainty.

• wbci - The wrong charge factor for cascade decays depends on the ratio between the

branching fractions Bï(b —yc-+l) and Bx(b —yc—y£). The uncertainty on this

ratio is dominated by the relative uncertainty on Br(6 —y c —> £) which is somewhat

below 30% [40]. A 30% uncertainty is thus assumed for wbci and it is varied by
±0.05.

• wbfk - The probability for a background hadron misidentified as a lepton in a Z —y bb

event to have the same charge as the b quark is not 50% due to charge correlations

between high transverse momentum (w.r.t. the jet) tracks and their parent 6-hadron.

Its relative uncertainty is assumed to be below 30% and wbfk is varied by ±0.1.

• Wudsc - The wrong charge factors for udsc events are fixed to 0.5 and they are varied

between 0.4 and 0.6.

• Ams - The oscillation frequency for B° mesons is varied from 8 ps-1, which is a bit

below the current experimental limit on Ams [10], to 20 ps-1.

The final result of the Amd measurement including the systematic error is

AmJet charge
= Q m ± Q Q43 ^^ ± QM4 ^^ pg_! _ ^ ^

This number will be used in the next chapter to set a constraint on the unitarity triangle.

3.3 The Lepton-Pion or Same Side Tag Method

3.3.1 The Same Side Tag Principle

Many methods for the determination of the initial flavour of the B meson rely on the

presence of a second 6-hadron in the event. The jet charge method for instance heav¬

ily relies on the charge determination in the hemisphere opposite to the lepton. These
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Figure 3.7: Simplified fragmentation picture.

methods can be referred to as "opposite side tags". In the "same side" approach, the

second 6-hadron is completely ignored. It considers flavour-charge correlations of charged
particles produced along the B meson. Such correlations, first observed by OPAL [77],
are expected from two sources [78]:

• A simple picture of the quark fragmentation chain suggests correlations between the

B meson and the next fragmentation particle. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7, where

possible fragmentation paths for a b quark are displayed. If the b quark combines

with a u quark to form a B+, the remaining ü, which is the partner of the uü pair
formed in the fragmentation process, is more likely to give rise to a tt~ than to a 7r+.

This happens for instance if it combines with a d quark to form a tt~, as shown in

Figure 3.7. The probability for the ü quark to produce a tv+ is however not zero. It

may for instance hadronize to a p°, which then decays into 7r+7r-. In a similar way,

if the b quark combines with a d quark to form a Bd meson, the correlated particle
is more likely to be a %+ meson.

• Decays of orbitally excited B mesons, called B**, produce charged particles with the

same correlations through the decays:

BT -+ B^*\-

BT -+ Bf\~

Compared to the b decay time scale, these strong decays occur immediately after

production and the correlated pion originates therefore from the primary vertex.

The production of these excited states in Z decays is experimentally well estab¬

lished [77,79-82]. As an example, the Bty mass spectrum observed by L3 is shown

in Figure 3.8 [82], with the B** peak around 5.7 GeV.

In both cases, the correlated pion comes from the primary vertex and lies close to the B

meson in phase space. Both sources of correlation, B** decays and fragmentation chain,
produce the same Bn correlations:

r 7T+

I TT"
is correlated to <

_

(3.14)
7T

v '

7T+
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Figure 3.8: Mass spectrum for Bit pairs measured by L3 [82]. The dots are data and

the shaded histogram shows the expected background from Monte Carlo without B**

production. The excess of events observed near 5.7 GeV is interpreted as resulting from

the decay B** -> B(*V.

The same side tag uses these correlations to tag the initial quark flavour. The correlated

pion will be called tt** in the following. It is however to be emphasized that the pion

charge is not correlated to the primary quark charge independently of the fragmentation.
The charge of the expected pion depends as well on the primary quark as on the quark as¬

sociated to it in the fragmentation process: a positive pion is expected to be correlated to

the Bd meson, a negative pion to B+, but both Bd and B+ contain a b quark. Formulating
the correlations as conditional probabilities P(a\b), the same side tag gives probabilities
of the type P(7r+|B^) or P(7r-|B+). This is different for the jet charge method: a positive

jet charge tags an initial b quark, independently of the produced 6-hadron in the frag¬
mentation process. The correlation between the jet charge and the primary quark can

therefore be formulated as conditional probabilities of the form P(±|&) or P(—\b). This is

important since the event selection does not enhance the Bd fraction over other 6-hadron

types.

The next sections will describe the selection of the tv*

charge-flavour correlations.

candidate and the obtained
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Figure 3.9: Number of 7r** candidates per event for Data and Monte Carlo. The candidates

are primary vertex tracks that belong to the lepton jet. The MC distribution is normalized

to the number of entries in data.

3.3.2 Selection of the n** track and charge-flavour correlations

To be considered as potential tt** candidates, tracks have to be consistent with having

originated from the fragmentation chain or from B** decays. They have therefore to be

primary vertex tracks and belong to the lepton jet. They are furthermore required to pass

the track selection applied for vertexing described in Section 2.3.2. The distribution of

the number of candidates is shown in Figure 3.9 for data and Monte Carlo. The average

number of pions is a bit higher in Monte Carlo: 3.15 %** candidates in MC and 3.05 in

data.

To select the n** track among all primary vertex tracks in the lepton jet, a tagging
variable is needed. The general considerations on B-zr correlations suggest that the tï**

tracks should be close to the B meson in phase space. String fragmentation models

indicate that the velocity of fragmentation particles is close to that of the B meson, and

the same is valid for pions from B** decays. This motivates the choice of the following
variable to select the ir** candidate: the maximum of the track momentum along the B

flight direction, approximated through the jet direction.

The selected ir** candidates (at most one per event) are then classified in three cate¬

gories, depending on their origin:

1. Direct 6-hadron decay products (B daughters), including B** decays.

2. Fragmentation particles.

3. Tracks originating from the decay of the c-hadron produced in the 6-hadron decay
or from subsequent decays, that were assigned to the primary vertex.

As summarized in Table 3.4, 10% of the tt** candidates are B daughters, 49% are frag¬
mentation tracks and 41% are secondary tracks, according to MC. Table 3.4 also lists the

flavour-charge correlations for the different B mesons present in the sample. The correla¬

tions are almost 100% for B daughters and about 60% for fragmentation tracks, but they

-

-
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7T** is track with maximum p\\
TT** origin fraction

[%]
P(tt-|B+)

[%}
P(tt+|B°) P(tt+|B°)

[%]
B(**) daughters 10 98.3 ± 0.4 96.0 ± 0.7 50.0 ± 15.8

Fragmentation 49 64.7 ± 0.7 55.8 ± 0.7 70.5 ± 1.3

D decay products 41 42.0 ± 0.8 47.2 ± 0.8 52.8 ± 1.6

Average 58.0 ± 0.5 55.7 ± 0.5 61.7 ± 1.0

Table 3.4: Fractions of it** by taking the track with the maximum longitudinal momentum
without further requirements. The errors are statistical. The flavour charge correlations

P(7T-|B+) and P(7r+|B^) include also the charge conjugated correlations P(7r+|B") and

P(7T-|B2).

are below 50% for secondary tracks, which means that secondary tracks tend to show

mostly the wrong charge with respect to the expected one from the correlations described

in section 3.3.1. As a result, the overall charge-flavour correlations are quite poor, about

56% for B°d, due to the quite high fraction of secondary tracks among the tt** candidates.

Selection improvements

To increase the flavour-charge correlations above the values listed in Table 3.4, it is nec¬

essary to decrease the fraction of secondary particles in the tt** sample. Several variables

were looked at to see whether it is possible to distinguish the secondary tt** candidates

from the two other categories. Their distributions are shown in Figures 3.11 to 3.14 for

the three classes of tt** tracks. The dashed part in the distributions for the B daughters

represents the pions coming from B** decays. The following variables were inspected:

• The longitudinal momentum p\\ along the jet direction. The p|| spectrum is slightly
harder for B daughters than for fragmentation particles and the D daughter spec¬

trum peaks at about the same value as the B daughter spectrum but it has a

significantly larger tail. It is possible to reject part of the D daughters and keep
almost all B daughters and fragmentation particle by requiring:

p\\ < 6GeV

• The transverse momentum to the jet direction. The spectrum of the B daughters is

slightly softer than the other two but no significant cut can be set.

• The rapidity with respect to the jet direction. Tracks belonging to B and D daugh¬
ters have higher rapidities than fragmentation tracks. It is therefore possible to

differentiate B and D daughters from fragmentation particles but no distinction can

be made between these two categories.

• The angle of the track momentum to the jet. B and D daughters tend to be emitted

at a low angle to the jet, while fragmentation particles are emitted at much larger
opening angles.
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Figure 3.10: Sign convention for the impact parameter.

• The cosine of the track momentum angle to the jet in the rest system of the decaying
B. It is calculated by assuming an average energy fraction xE = pgg of 0.7 for all

jets. Again there is a clear difference between B and D daughters on one side, and

fragmentation particles on the other. While fragmentation tracks fly backwards, B

and D daughters fly in the forward direction.

• The tt** momentum in the B rest frame PqoM- The distribution peaks at about the

same value for the three classes but there are much larger tails in the D daughter
and fragmentation distributions. The B daughter fraction could be slightly enriched

by rejecting high values of PqoM-

• The signed impact parameter which is equal to the DCA, as defined in section 2.3.1,
but with a different sign convention, which enhances lifetime information: as illus¬

trated in Figure 3.10, the impact parameter gets a positive sign if the track crosses

the jet axis in the jet hemisphere and a negative sign otherwise. Figure 3.14 shows

the distributions of the signed impact parameter and of its significance for the tt**

candidates of the three categories. An excess at positive values is expected for the

D daughters, since they are coming from a displaced vertex. This is in fact seen in

the distributions for both the impact parameter and its significance, but it is quite
small.

None of these variables allow to distinguish clearly the B daughters and fragmentation
particle from the D decay particles. Only two of these variables allow to reduce a bit the

fraction of D daughters among the tt** candidates: the longitudinal momentum p\\ and

the impact parameter significance S(5) = ô/as. Both variables show more important tails

for the D daughters than for the two other categories. The two following cuts are thus

applied to the it** candidates:

P\\ < 6GeV

S(5) < 1 [àAb)
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of kinematic variables for ail tt** candidates in MC for tt** tracks

coming from B decays, fragmentation or D decays. The tt** candidate is chosen as the

primary vertex track with the maximum longitudinal momentum along the jet direction

in the lepton jet. The plots on the left and right side show the distribution of longitudinal
and transverse momentum to the jet, respectively. The dashed part in the B daughter
spectrum corresponds to B** daughters.
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Figure 3.12: Distribution of kinematic variables for all tt** candidates in MC for tt** tracks

coming from B decays, fragmentation or D decays. The tt** candidate is chosen as the

primary vertex track with the maximum longitudinal momentum along the jet direction

in the lepton jet. The rapidity distribution (w.r.t. the jet axis) is shown on the left side

while the plots on the right side show the distribution of the opening angle of the tt** track

to the jet. The dashed part in the B daughter spectrum corresponds to B** daughters.
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Figure 3.13: Distribution of kinematic variables for all tt** candidates in MC for tt** tracks

coming from B decays, fragmentation or D decays. The tt** candidate is chosen as the

primary vertex track with the maximum longitudinal momentum along the jet direction

in the lepton jet. The plots on the left side show the cosine of the tt** angle to the

jet in the B hadron rest frame and the plots on the right side show the distribution of

the tt** momentum in the B hadron rest frame. Both variables are calculated assuming

-Eg = 0.7 • -Ebeaj-Q for the B energy and approximating the B flight direction through the

jet direction. The dashed part in the B daughter spectrum corresponds to B** daughters.
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Figure 3.14: Distribution of lifetime variables for all tt** candidates in MC for tt** tracks

coming from B decays, fragmentation or D decays. The 7r** candidate is chosen as the

primary vertex track with the maximum longitudinal momentum along the jet direction

in the lepton jet. The plots on the left side and right side show the distribution of the

signed impact parameter and its significance, respectively. The dashed part in the B

daughter spectrum corresponds to B** daughters.
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tt** is track with maximum p\\, p\\ < 6GeV, S(5) < 1

K L B+ B°

B^**) daughters fraction

Fragmentation fraction

D decay products fraction

11.8 %

54.3 %

31.1 %

13.9 %

56.3 %

29.0 %

13.5 %

54.9 %

28.4 %

Charge-Flavour correlations 55.9 ± 0.6 % 63.5 ±1.2 % 61.9 ±0.6 %

Table 3.5: Fractions of tt** by selecting the track with the maximum longitudinal mo¬

mentum and applying the requirements in (3.15) on it. The errors are statistical. The

flavour charge correlations P(7r~|B+) and P(7r+|B^) include also the charge conjugated
correlations P(7r+|B") and P(7r~|B^).

The fractions of the different categories and the charge-flavour correlations obtained for

the B mesons after these cuts are listed in Table 3.5.

There are two main reasons for the difficulty to separate properly D daughters %**

candidates in a purely inclusive way as it is done here:

1. B and D daughters are very similar in phase space, as can be seen in the distributions

for several variables: transverse momentum to the jet, opening angle to the jet, angle
to the B momentum in the B rest frame and rapidity. This is not surprising since

both B and D decay particles come from the decay of a heavy particle with a high
boost. In all these variables they differ significantly from fragmentation particles
and it would not be difficult to separate B and D daughters on one side from

fragmentation tracks on the other side. This is however of no utility here.

2. Although the D daughters are coming from a displaced vertex, they cannot be

rejected efficiently using lifetime information, as seen from the impact parameter and

impact parameter significance distributions in Figure 3.14. It is to be emphasized
that this is not a limitation of the detector tracking resolution, but is due to the fact

that most of the selected D daughters are really pointing back to the primary vertex.

This is seen in Figure 3 15.a, where the generated impact parameter STRUE of the

selected D daughters is shown, assuming a perfect knowledge of the primary and

secondary vertex and of the tt** momentum; 62% of them have an impact parameter
below 100 pm and still 36% are below 50 pm. Figure 3.15.b gives an idea of the

difficulty to reject the D daughters using only lifetime information. It shows the

fraction of remaining D daughters for all selected tt** tracks as a function of a cut

on Ötrue2 It is seen that an impact parameter resolution of the order 20-30 pm

would be needed to bring the D daughter fractions below 10%, and about 10 pm to

go under 5%. It is enough to consider the multiple scattering contribution to the

impact parameter resolution to see that this is unreachable.

Since it is hard to reject D daughters by looking only at the properties of the tt**

candidate, other informations have to be used if one wants to increase the charge-flavour

2Note that Strue is by definition zero for fragmentation tracks and B** daughters.
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Figure 3.15: a) Distribution of the true impact parameter in MC for the selected %** tracks

that are D daughters; b) fraction of D daughters among the selected tt** as a function of a

cut on the true impact parameter. The true impact parameter is calculated with respect

to the generated primary vertex using the generated tt** decay vertex and momentum.

correlations. If a product from a D decay is chosen as the tt** candidate, it was assigned

by mistake to the primary vertex and it is therefore missing in the secondary vertex.

One can therefore try to get rid of the D daughter tt** candidates by identifying those

secondary vertices that are likely to have missing tracks. Several variables can be looked

at for this purpose:

• Secondary Vertex Mass: the mass is calculated using all tracks assigned to the

secondary vertex assuming the pion mass for all tracks. The mass is expected to be

smaller if tracks are missing in the secondary vertex.

• Secondary Vertex Charge: it is calculated by summing up the charges of all sec¬

ondary vertex tracks. For Bd mesons, the charge should be zero if no track is missing
in the secondary vertex.

The distribution of the secondary vertex mass and of the absolute value of the vertex

charge are shown for Bd jets in Figure 3.16 separately depending on which category the

tt** candidate belongs to. The secondary vertex mass is as expected lower in the cases

where the tt** track comes from a D decay, but the difference is not large. The situation

is different for the vertex charge Qsv- While the distribution for \Qsv\ peaks at zero for

the cases where the tt** track is a B daughter or a fragmentation particle, it peaks at one
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Figure 3.16: Secondary Vertex Mass and Charge for B^ jets in MC for jets where the

selected tt** track is a B daughter (upper plots), fragmentation particle (middle plots)
or a D daughter (lower plots). The tt** track is selected as the track with the highest

momentum component along the jet direction in the lepton jet and it has to fulfill the

requirements in (3.15).
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tt** is track with maximum p\\, p\\ < 6GeV, S(ö) < 1, Qs^=0

K B+ B°

B(**) daughters fraction

Fragmentation fraction

D decay products fraction

13 A %

63.7 %

22.9 %

13.1 %

47.6 %

39.4 %

13.5 %

54.9 %

28.4 %

Charge-Flavour correlations 60.9 ± 0.9 % 47.1 ± 1.2 % 66.1 ± 1.7 %

Table 3.6: Fractions of tt** by taking the track with the maximum longitudinal momentum

with the cuts in (3.15) and requiring the secondary vertex charge to be zero. The errors

are statistical. The flavour charge correlations P(7r"|B+) and P(7r+|B^) include also the

charge conjugated correlations P(7r+|B") and P(7r" m

when the tt** track is a D daughter. The fraction of D daughters can thus be reduced by

requiring:

Qsv 0 (3.16)

Table 3.6 lists the composition of the tt** sample and the charge-flavour correlations

after applying the above requirement. The cut on the secondary vertex charge leads to

the following consequences:

• The D daughter fraction is significantly reduced for jets with B°d mesons in favor

of an increased fragmentation tracks fraction. As a consequence, the charge-flavour
correlation P(+|B^) increases above 60%.

• The opposite happens for B+ mesons: the fraction of D daughters among the tt**

candidates increases from 31% to 39%. This is expected, since by requiring Qsv=®,
one selects only decay vertices with missing tracks for B+ mesons, since the total re¬

constructed charge should be QSv — ±1- 3 As a consequence the charge correlation

P(— |B^) drops even below 50%.

• The fractions of Bd mesons in the sample increases. They are in fact favored through
the requirement Q5^=0. This can be seen in Figure 3.17, where the reconstructed

secondary vertex charge is shown for all selected events before the cut on the vertex

charge. It is to be emphasized that this is not the main motivation for the cut on

the vertex charge. It is of course a welcome by-product, but it happens at the cost

of an important loss in statistics. It has however also a drawback: for small decay
lengths, it is more likely that some secondary vertex tracks get erroneously assigned
to the primary vertex and the vertex charge reconstruction is thus expected to be

3In principle, a zero vertex charge for B+ mesons can also be obtained by assigning to the decay
vertex a track that actually does not belong to it, a primary vertex track for instance. With the vertex

reconstruction method used in this analysis, where the primary vertex is reconstructed first with all tracks

consistent with it, it is however much more likely to assign a secondary vertex track to the primary vertex

than the opposite.
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Figure 3.17: Summed charge of all secondary vertex tracks for Data and MC. The MC

distributions are normalized to the number of entries in data.

less reliable close to the primary vertex. As a consequence, the separation between

charged and neutral B mesons through the vertex charge depends on the decay time.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.18, which shows the B°d and B+ fractions in the selected

sample after the cut on the vertex charge. It is seen that the enrichment in Bd mesons

increases with larger decay times. This needs to be taken into account through

different secondary vertex reconstruction efficiencies for the different ö-hadron types.

Proper time dependence

The contamination of the primary vertex, and thus of the tt** sample, with D daughters
has another unwanted consequence. The numbers listed in Table 3.6 for the charge-

flavour correlations cannot be directly put in the likelihood function, since this would

assume that the correlations are independent of the decay time. This is not the case due

to the presence of secondary tracks in the primary vertex. It is expected that the number

of secondary vertex tracks assigned erroneously to the primary vertex is higher at small

decay lengths, where the primary and the secondary vertex become hard to distinguish.
This is confirmed in MC by looking at the number of secondary vertex tracks in the

primary vertex as a function of the reconstructed decay time, as shown in Figure 3.19.

At large decay times, it is therefore less likely to pick up a D daughter as the tt**

candidates. The composition of the tt** sample changes in terms of the three categories
defined above and the charge-flavour correlations are expected to change as well. The

charge-flavour correlations are therefore written as time dependent functions P3 (t), which

express the probability of finding a tt** track with the "correct" charge in presence of a

è-hadron j (j = Bd, B+, B°, Ab) at reconstructed decay time t. What is meant by "correct"
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Figure 3.18: Fractions of Bd and B+ mesons in the sample as a function of the recon¬

structed decay time after the cut on the secondary vertex charge, Qst/=0.
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Figure 3.19: Average number of D daughter tracks that are assigned to the primary vertex

and are tt** candidates as a function of the true generated time for selected b events in

MC.

charge is defined as follows:

PB0(t) ~== P(+|BS)(t)

PB+(t) == P(-|B+)W

PB°(t) E= P(+|B2) (*)

PAb(t) == P(-|A*)(t)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)
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P(+|BS)
[%]

P(-|B+)
[%)

P(+|B°)
[%]

PHA*)
[%}

B(**' daughters

Fragmentation
D decay products

95.0 ±1.1

56.1 ±1.1

42.9 ±1.9

98.5 ±0.8

61.7±1.7

13.7 ±1.3

80 ±18

71.5 ±1.9

53.4 ±3.8

65.9 ±2.7

46.2 ±4.9

Table 3.7: Charge-Flavour correlations P*

The charge-flavour correlations can be written as:

PA*) E
k

gkAt)P" (3.21)

where:

g3(t) is the probability to find a tt** track of origin k (k 6 {B daughters, Fragmen¬
tation, D daughters}) for 6-hadron j (j <G {B2,B+,B°,Ab}). The functions g3(t) are

obtained from Monte Carlo. They satisfy the normalization condition:

Erf
k

9kM = i (3.22)

Figure 3.20 shows the fractions gBo(t) and gB+(t). The fragmentation and D daugh-
d

ter fractions are fitted and the B daughter part is obtained using the normalization

requirement (3.22).

• Pfc is the probability for a tt** of origin k to show the correct charge for fr-hadron j.
The values for the probabilities are extracted from MC. They are listed in Table 3.7.

The functions P3 (t) are used as input in the likelihood function defined in the next section.

3.3.3 The likelihood function

Most of the ingredients used to build the likelihood function are the same as the ones

used for the jet charge method. The only additional ingredients are the tt** charge-flavour
correlation functions P3 (t).

The likelihood function for the mixing signature, an unlike sign combination of the

lepton and the pion, is:

*-'unhke\'/) —

/ v

i1j^unhke,] \y) yo.Zo)

j£{bl,bcl,bfk}

+ FcWcQc(t)

± "udsWuds^udsyJ)

£hke(t) = 2^ F3Lhkej3(t) (3.24)
je{bl,bcl,bfk}

+ Fc(l - wc)Qc(t)

+ Fuds(l - wuds)Quds(t)
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with

LUnlike,j(-t) = Md(t) (1 - Wj) PB^mix(t) + W3
• (1 - PBOjmix(t))

+ Ms(t) [(1 - Wj) PBo,mix(t) + w3 (1 - PBo,mix(t))]

± Ud(t) Wj PBOdtUnmix(t) + (1 - Wj) (1 - PB°,unmix(t))

+ Us(t) [Wj PBOtunmix(t) + (1 ~ Wj) (1 - PB°,unmix (*))]
+ Du(t) [w3 (1 - PB+(*)) ± (1 - w3) PB+(t))}

± DA(t)[w3-PA(t)) + (l-w3)-(l-PA(t))} (3.25)

The function Luke,j(t) is obtained from equation (3.25) by exchanging w3 and (1 — w3).
Mi(t) and Ui(t) are the probabilities to find a mixed or unmixed neutral B meson i

(i G {d, s}) at reconstructed time t and Di(t) is that of the other fe-hadrons (i G {u, Ab})~-

r
f00 ei(f) 1 -£ I-cos Arriilf

n/ ,, , ,

Mit = /i / -V-e ^ l-R(t,t')dt'
Jo Ali n i

Jo Ali Ti 2

Di(t) = fa e-^lLe-TlR{t^)dt>
Jo Ali Ti

In contrast to the jet charge fit, different efficiencies ti(t') are used here for the different

6-hadrons. This accounts for the fact, that the proper time reconstruction efficiency
is different for charged and neutral 6-hadrons after the application of the cut on the

secondary vertex charge. The normalization factors A^ are again defined through the

requirements:

oo />oo

dt / dt'^-e"nMt')
= l.

' N n
y,J

oo .70

3.3.4 Fit and results

Only the oscillation frequency Amd is allowed to vary in the fit. The fit yields:

Amd = 0.376 ± 0.143 ps-1 (3.26)

The fraction of unlike sign events is shown together with the fit result in Figure 3.21. The

error in the fit output is purely statistical. Systematic uncertainties are discussed in the

next paragraph.

3.3.5 Systematic uncertainties

All sources of systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table 3.2 together with their

contributions to the total error on Amd. Most of them are common to the jet charge
method and are treated in the same way than in the jet charge analysis. Three additional

systematic uncertainties affect the same side tag analysis:
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The line shows the result of the fit.
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• The uncertainty on the tt** composition in terms of the three categories described

in the previous sections.

• The tt** charge-flavour correlations Pj.

• Systematic uncertainties in the measurement of the secondary vertex charge affect

the of fractions of B^ and B+ mesons present in the final sample.

For all three sources, the values used in the fit are obtained directly from the Monte Carlo

simulation. To estimate their uncertainties, the agreement between data and Monte Carlo

on related quantities has to be checked. For the tt** composition, we look at the average

number of tt** candidates per selected jet as a function of the reconstructed proper time

for both data and Monte Carlo. As shown in Figure 3.22, the agreement between data and

Monte Carlo is better than 10%. The fractions g3(t) are therefore varied up to 10%. To

estimate the uncertainty on the B°d and B+ fractions coming from the requirement on the

vertex charge, we look at the average secondary vertex multiplicity and charge, again as a

function of the measured proper time. As shown in Figures 3.24 and 3.23, the agreement
between data and Monte Carlo is also here better than 10% and these fractions are varied

by this amount. The tt** correlations Pfc are varied by their statistical uncertainties in

Monte Carlo. The contributions from the single correlations are listed in Table 3.9. The

largest uncertainties are coming from the tt** composition and from the it** correlations.

The final result of the Amd measurement using the same side tag method including the

systematic error is:

Am^ST = 0.387 ± 0.143 (stat)+J'J°?(syst) ps"1 . (3.27)

The errors, both statistical and systematic, are significantly larger than for the jet charge
method. Some comments on this are made in the next paragraph.

3.3.6 Remarks on the Same Side Tag method

The same side tag showed to have a lower sensitivity compared to other methods for

measuring Amd. This is mainly based on the important contamination of the primary
vertex with tracks originating from secondary decays. This has two negative consequences

for the measurement of Amd. The first one is the low charge-flavour correlation, which

is used to tag the initial flavour of the B meson. The final value of 61% for Bd mesons is

significantly lower than the jet charge reliability for instance. Due to the time dependence
of the charge-flavour correlations, the time dependence of the unlike or like sign events

fraction does not only depend on B^-B^ oscillations. In particular, the fraction for other

&-hadron types, including those that do not show mixing, becomes time dependent too.

It is thus more difficult to disentangle mixing from these effects. In particular, one has to

rely significantly on the Monte Carlo simulation for the description of the time dependent

charge-flavour correlations, which leads to large systematic uncertainties.

To improve the same side tag method, it is therefore necessary to find a way to reject
efficiently secondary vertex tracks from the primary vertex. This can a priori be done in

two ways. The first one consists in using the track lifetime information to identify tracks
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Figure 3 23 Average absolute secondary vertex charge as a function of reconstructed

proper time The upper plot shows the data distribution, the middle one shows the

Monte Carlo distribution and the lower shows the ratio of the first two
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Figure 3.24: Average number of secondary vertex tracks as a function of reconstructed

proper time. The upper plot shows the data distribution, the middle one shows the Monte

Carlo distribution and the lower shows the ratio of the first two.
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Parameter Input / Variation A(Amd) [ps"1]

fab
fs

Td

ru

rs

rAb

cascade fraction (Fbd)
fakes fraction (Fbfk)
ce fraction (fc)
uds fraction (fuds)
resolution

B momentum

Wbl

Wbcl

Wbfk

Wc

Wuds

Ams

tt** composition

Bd/ B+separation (vertex charge)
7T**correlations

0.087 ±0.029

0.102 ±0.016

1.56 ± 0.06 ps

1.62 ± 0.06 ps

1.61 ± 0.10 ps

1.14 ± 0.08 ps

Fc (1. ± 0.15)
±30%

±30%

±50%

±25%

±0.015

±30%

±0.05

±0.10

±0.10

±0.10

3-20 ps"1
±10%

±10%

s. Table 3.9

+0.029
-0.026

±0.003

±0.009

< 0.001

< 0.001

±0.003

±0.01

±0.002

±0.001

< 0.001

^ o.oo9

-0.003

-0.007

±0.001

±0.004

±0.002

±0.015

±0.002

< 0.001

+0.066
-0 059

+0.015
-0.024

+0.059
-0.054

total
+0.108
-0.097

Table 3.8: Summary of contributions to the systematic error on Amd using the same side

tag method.

coming from displaced decay vertices. This is however possible only to a very limited

extent with a realistic impact parameter resolution, as this analysis has shown. To reduce

significantly the number of secondary vertex tracks in the primary vertex, the impact

parameter resolution should fall below lOyum, which is better than the resolution of any

LEP detector at the present time. In fact, the multiple scattering contribution to the

impact parameter resolution makes such a resolution almost unreachable for tracks with

a momentum of a few GeV, as is the case for the relevant tracks here. A second way

to reject secondary tracks is to reconstruct exclusively the D or D* meson coming from

the B decay. This requires the ability of reconstructing the D mass and therefore a good

momentum resolution. Once all D decay products are identified, they can be excluded

from the primary vertex and the reconstruction of the correct D mass ensures that all D'*'

decay products have been found. This method has been used successfully by the CDF col¬

laboration [83,84]. In the CDF analysis, the B mesons were partially reconstructed using

the semileptonic decays B°d —y t^D^+X and B+ —y £+D°X. In addition to eliminating

most of the secondary decay tracks from the primary vertex, the exclusive reconstruction

allowed to reach a very pure sample of Bd mesons. The lepton charge was used to tag
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Parameter Input / Variation A(Amd) [ps'1]

pB
^b°

pfrag
^

pD

pB

rB+

pfrag

pD

pB

pfrag
^Bg

pD

PS,
pfrag
rAb

pD
^Ab

0.94 ±0.011

0.56 ±0.011

0.66 ±0.019

0.98 ±0.008

0.62 ±0.017

0.14 ±0.013

0.80 ±0.17

0.72 ±0.019

0.53 ±0.038

0.60 ±0.06

0.66 ±0.03

0.46 ±0.05

±0.006

+0.022
-0.024

+0.020
-0.018

±0.005

+0.027
-0.024

+0.034
-0.030

< 0.001

< 0.001

±0.008

±0.004

+0.022
-0.020

±0.005

total +0.059
-0.054

Table 3.9: Summary of contributions to the systematic error on Amd from 7r** correlations.

the B flavour at decay time. A primary vertex pion was used to tag the initial flavour of

the B meson, without attempting to distinguish between hadronization pions and those

originating from B** decays. The B-7T combinations were then classified as right sign (RS:
B+7T~ and Bdn+) or wrong sign (WS: B+7t+ and B^7r_). The time dependent asymmetry
in the RS and WS combinations, A(ct) = [NRS(ct) - Nws(ct)]/[NRS(ct) + Nws(ct)}, was

then used to extract Amd- This asymmetry is shown in Figure 3.25 for £+D° events,
dominated by B+, £+D~ and the sum of all three £+D^~ (dominated by Bd). While the

asymmetry shows clearly the oscillation behavior for the Bd dominated samples, it is flat

for the B+ dominated sample. The reduction of secondary tracks from the primary vertex

has another important advantage. Since the time dependence of the unlike sign fraction

depends now only on Amd, the ^** flavour tagging purity can be determined directly from
data by fitting the amplitude and baseline of the oscillation, which reduces significantly
the systematic uncertainty on Amd- This method can unfortunately not be used in L3.

The track momentum resolution is not good enough to reconstruct efficiently the D or

D* meson. It is limited by the poor reconstruction of polar angles and also by the small

track span which limits the transverse momentum resolution.

The same side tag, successfully used in a hadronic environment by CDF, could be of

crucial importance for the measurement of CP asymmetries at future hadron colliders [78].
It implies however the ability to reconstruct exclusively the D^ mesons coming from the
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Figure 3.25: Measured asymmetries between wrong and right sign B-7T combinations by
the CDF collaboration [83,84] for the decay signatures: £+D° (dominated by B+), £+D^~
and the sum of all three £+D^~ (dominated by Bd).

B decay and therefore a good momentum resolution.

3.4 Comparison with other results

3.4.1 Other L3 results

Apart from the two presented analyses in this thesis, two other measurements of Amd
have been performed by the L3 collaboration. Both use a sample of dilepton events,

containing two identified leptons in opposite hemispheres. In these analyses, instead of

determining the production flavour of the B meson, the decay flavour of both 6-hadrons

is determined through their semileptonic decays. Since a b quark is always produced

together with a b quark, one expects to see only pairs of unlike sign leptons in absence

of mixing, assuming all leptons come from semileptonic ^-decays. The mixing probability
can therefore be studied by looking at the fraction of like sign lepton pairs. The difference

between the two analyses lies in the decay time reconstruction. While one analysis uses the

reconstructed decay length using the procedure described in this thesis, the other one uses

the lepton impact parameter. The unlike sign event fraction is shown for both analysis in
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Figure 3.26 together with the output of the fit. Both measurements are published in [85],
together with the lepton - jet charge result.

3.4.2 Summary of all Amd measurements

Measurements of Amd have by now been performed by all four LEP collaborations, the

SLD collaboration at SLAC and by the CDF collaboration at the Tevatron. Table 3.27 lists

all currently published results of Amd- A preliminary average of all these measurements

has been calculated by the LEP B oscillation working group [86]:

Amaverage = QAn ± Q 016pg-i (3_28)

The error takes into account statistical as well as correlated and uncorrelated systematic
errors. It includes also the measurement of the integrated mixing probability Xd performed
at the T(4S) resonance [10].
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Figure 3.27: Individual and combined measurements of Amd at LEP, CDF and SLD. The

world average including data obtained by CLEO and ARGUS at the T(4S) resonance is

also displayed.
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Chapter 4

Constraints on the CKM matrix

4.1 Determination of \Vtd\

The measurement of B^-Ë^ oscillations can be used to determine the size of the CKM

element Vtd. We recall here equation (1.55) which makes the link between the measured

observable Amd and the Standard Model parameters:

^md = 0 |VÄ|2 M2wmBeBriQcDS (jjjpj (4.1)

The meaning of the single terms in (4.1) was explained in section 1.4.2. Since \Vtb\ — 1 to a

very good approximation [10], equation (4.1) can be used to extract the value of \Vtd\ out of

the measurement of Amd- The used parameters are all listed in table 4.1. With the result

of the lepton - jet charge measurement, Arrid — 0.437 ± 0.043 (stat) ± 0.044 (syst) ps-1 ,

we extract:

\Vtd\ = (8.1 ± 0.6 (Amd) ± 0.2 (mt) ± 1.5 (theory) ) • 10"3 (4.2)

The uncertainty has been divided into a component coming from the Amd measurement,

one coming from the uncertainty on the running top mass mt(mt), and a theoretical uncer¬

tainty. The last one, and especially the uncertainty on the non-perturbative parameters

BB and fB, significantly degrades the result on \Vtd\.

4.2 Constraints on the unitarity triangle

4.2.1 Constraint from the Am^ measurement

In terms of the Wolfenstein parametrization of the CKM matrix, \Vtd\ can be written as:

\Vtd\ = AX3^/(l-p)2+f]2 (4.3)

The size of | V^^| constrains therefore the length of the side AB of the unitarity triangle

(see section 1.2.4):
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Parameter Value and uncertainty Source

Gp (1.16639 ± 0.00002) • 10-5GeV"V3 [10]
Mw 80.41 ± 0.095GeV/c2 [10]
MBo 5279.2 ± 1.8MeV/c2 [10]
\Vcb\ 0.0395 ±0.0017 [10]
X 0.2195 ±0.0013 [101
Vqcd 0.55 ±0.01 [57]
BB (1.4 ±0.1) [56]
Sb 175 ± 25MeV [56]
mt(mt) 166 ± 5GeV [10]
Vi 1.38 ±0.20 [20]
V2 0.57 ±0.01 [20]
m 0.47 ±0.04 [20]
FK 161MeV [20]
BK 0.75 ±0.15 [20]

Table 4.1: List of parameters used for the unitarity triangle constraint, together with

their uncertainties and sources.
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Figure 4.1: Constraint on the position of the vertex A of the unitarity triangle following
from the \Vtd\ measurement presented in this thesis. The allowed region is hatched and

an example of a possible triangle is shown.

Using the numerical values for \Vcb\ and À given in Table 4.1, we get:

AB = y/(l - P)2 +V2 = 0.93 ± 0 31 (4 5)

The preferred region for (p, fj) in the complex plane following from this measurement is

shown in Figure 4.1. This constraint taken alone is not very strong. We will discuss
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in the next section how more information on the unitarity triangle can be obtained by

combining the \Vtd\ measurement with other measurements.

4.2.2 Combination with other measurements

The main experimental constraints on the unitarity triangle are summarized in the fol¬

lowing. Figure 4.2 [87] shows all constraints on the vertex A=(p,fj).

\Vub/Vcb\

The ratio |14;,/V^,| has been determined by observing the decay b —y ulv. It was mea¬

sured in the semileptonic decay of B mesons produced at the T(4S) resonance [88,89] by

measuring the lepton energy spectra above the endpoint of the b —y ulv spectrum. The

result for the ratio iKft/K&l is [10]:

\VublVcb\= 0-08 ±0.02 (4.6)

This ratio determines the size of the side AC of the unitarity triangle, since:

AC a/'p2 + rf ==

2

Vub

Vcb
(4.7)

Another constraint on the position of the triangle vertex A can be gained from the mea¬

surement of indirect CP violation in the K°-K° system. In the case of indirect CP violation,
the parameter e introduced in section 1.4.1 is not vanishing, which means that the mass

eigenstates of the K°-K° system are not CP eigenstates. A measure of the strength of

indirect CP violation is given by the parameter eK, defined by the ratio:

A(K° -> (tttt)i=0)
ÉK

A(K°S -» (jnr)I=c
= (2.280 ± 0.013) • 1(TV* (4.Î

where A represents the amplitude for the corresponding process and 1 = 0 implies that

the two pions are in an isospin 0 state. The numerical value in (4.8) is the experimental
result [20]. The value of 6k can be calculated in the framework of the Standard Model

and put into relation with the CKM matrix elements [20]:

(1 - p)A2î]2S(xt) ± [ri3Sct(xt, xc) - rnS(xc)}V
A4

AZBK
|£k|

a10a
(4.9)

The above expression is obtained by computing the box diagrams responsible for K°-K°

mixing. They are similar to the diagrams for B^-B[} mixing shown in Figure 1.10, with

s (s) replacing b (b). The meaning of the terms in (4.9) is:

• The functions S(x) and Sct(xt,xc) express the basic electroweak loop contributions

to K°-K° mixing. They are given by:

i 1 ~.2 i „.3 o3 i .

(4.10)

(4.11)

S(xt) =

Ct(XCl xt) =

4xt

xc

-lla;2±2;3 3x3\nxt

4(1 -xt)2 2(1 -xt)3

1
xt 3xt 3x3 In xt

[nxc 4(1-xt) 4(l-xt)2\
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where xt = j%t (i = c,t).

• The parameters 771,2,3 describe short distance QCD corrections.

• The parameter BK is usually introduced by the definition:

(K°\(sL^dL)(sLjßdL)\K°) = \BK(p)F2Km2K
Br-(p) depends on the renormalization scale p, and it is convenient to introduce the

(almost) renormalization group invariant Bk by:

BK = BK(ß)[as3\p)}'
(3)

'

1 4-
a'

7

(/)
where J3 is a renormalization scheme dependent parameter and as denotes the

effective strong coupling constant for a theory with / effective flavours.

• The numerical constant Ce is given by:

=

G%FjmKMi
=

6V2tt2AMk

where F^ is the K-meson decay constant, m^ is the K-meson mass and AMr is

the mass splitting between the two mass eigenstates of the K°-K° system.

The numerical values of all these parameters are listed in Table 4.1. Equation (4.9)
specifies a hyperbola in the (p,fj) plane, on which the vertex A has to lie (see fig. 4.2).

Amd/Aras

From (1.59), the measurement of Ams can be used to add another constraint on the side

AB of the unitarity triangle:

AB =

Vtd

vcb

1 MBo Amd

X y MBo Ams
(4.12)

The oscillation frequency Ams has not been measured yet. At the present time, there is

only an experimental lower limit [10]:

Ams > 10.2 ps-1, at 95% C.L. (4.13)

With this result, an upper limit on \Vtd\, and thus on AB, can be set, which determines

an exclusion region in the (^,77) plane. The dotted line in Figure 4.2 delimits the excluded

region at 95% C.L.
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Figure 4.2: Constraints on the position of the vertex A of the unitarity triangle following
from measurements of [Kfcl/lV^I, B — Ë mixing and eK: a) The constraints are represented
as ±<r bands and the dotted curve delimits the excluded region at the 95% C.L. obtained

from the experimental limit on Ams. A possible unitarity triangle is shown with A in the

preferred region; b) The allowed region for A is shown, with 68% and 95% contours [87].
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4.3 Conclusions and outlook

All constraints on the vertex A — (p, fj) of the unitarity triangle are summarized in

Figure 4.2 [87]. They are all consistent with each other and there is no evidence for

new physics. This is an important test of the Standard Model, since if the constraints

would mutually exclude each other, the unitarity of the CKM matrix would be violated

and there would be evidence for physics beyond the Standard Model. An analysis of all

experimental data by Parodi et al. [87] determined the most probable values for p and fj:

p = 0.156 ±0.090, fj = 0.328 ± 0.054 (4.14)

This also allows an indirect determination of the triangle angles a, ß and 7, assuming

unitarity of the CKM matrix:

sin 2a = -0.10 ±0.40, sin 2,0 = 0.68 ± 0.10, 7 = (64 ± 12)°. (4.15)

Looking into the future, the next important goal is to check the CKM picture of

CP violation through measurements of CP asymmetries in decays of Bd mesons to CP

eigenstates. These asymmetries are expected to be large, and in the Standard Model, they

depend directly on the angles of the unitarity triangle [90-92]. This is an important check

of the unitarity of the CKM matrix, since up to now, only the lengths of the sides of the

triangle have been measured. The measurement of these asymmetries is among the main

purposes of the future experiments devoted to B physics [16-19,92]. The first attempts to

measure time dependent asymmetries in the decay B^/Bj] —> J/^Kg have been performed

by the CDF [93] and OPAL [94] experiments. The sensitivity of these two measurements is

quite low due to very poor statistics samples: OPAL measured sin 2/3 = 3.2+2 0
±0.5 while

CDF measured sin 2/3 = 1.8 ± 1.1 ± 0.3. More accurate measurements are to be expected
in the very near future: the BABAR [16], BELLE [18] and HERA-B [17] experiments
will start taking data in 1999 and the upgraded DO [95] and CDF [96] experiments at the

Tevatron are foreseen to start their second running period in spring 2000. And in a bit

farer future, the LHCb experiment [19] at the Large Hadron Collider is expected to start

taking data around 2005. The coming years should thus prove very interesting for the

understanding of CP violation and the confirmation of the unitarity of the CKM matrix.
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